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" AsP.ects of respiratory and 'Circulatory physiology ~ere investi-
gated in the winter flounder (Pseudople~ronectes americanus) and ·the· 
• • • 
sea raven ·(Hemitripterus americanus). ·The phy~ical _and physiological 
.factors affecting oxygen uptake and~elivery were the main fact of the 
research. Hemoglobin function, blood flow to .the t1ssues, and the 
. "- . .. . 
operation of cardiac muscle duri~g different seasons were fnv~stigated. 
- ---- . ~ ~ . 
The ~ nfl uenc~ ·of -tempe_~ature on the acc_lJ~~ti zati o~ _process was 
. . 
investigated. .. ·-.. . 
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-..., .... .., . 
A sfgnifica.nt di~ference. in ·oxyge~ uptake ~t ·the gill;:-cvo2l~~ .. 
fo_und in the seasonal_ ly· acclimatized flo~nder (Qto _ = .2.4.; -wi~t~r- . ~---:-........._: · · ... · ..·; 
- . ' - - . ........._ ____ . _ _ ·:: 
·tefnJ)erature was o.soc;,and sullltle·r' temperature was· 9.5°C). Comparable· · · : . .... _ ~ 
. . . ~ . 
. . . .. 
. ' r--
changes .were observed in the cardiac output (Vb) and ventilation \ ' 
,, .. 
,. . . . . . . 
volume (Vwl ·of the winter flounder. The gills of winter fish wer·e 
_.m_~!.~ resistant to oxygen ~ptake~ ·ye~ the oxyge!' tensi~n of art~rf~---· - ----,.:--;-:;) 
i ' . , I . · '/. ~; 
·blood (Pao2> in. winter _fish did no~ dif~er from that of sullltler, . ,\ 
ffsh. 
A numbl!r of findings point to or .~uggest ; the caus~s of . changes in;. 
oxygen resis:tance of the-gills during se·asonal _acclimatization. ·1.!!. 
. . . 
' . . 
vitro --blood vfs~osity of the winter flound~r, especially at tempera-
.., . . .· ' 
tures below l0°C, shows a great sensftf_vity to changes fQ temperature. _ 
- . . . 
Viscosity measurements in situ indicate that at lower temperatures 
. --0 ~ • • • • •• • 
' ~ 
blood tends to flow through larger, less resistant blood vessels, so 
' ..,._ • • ' I ' ;. 
- - I 
that. the- surface area for oxygen ~an~fer t? th.e_ bloo~ 1s _11mf.ted fn · / 
w1nt~r fish gills ... ~owever, a S'lbw~r 'bloo_d flow. ·rate during the / 
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. wfrite;~ .and ·seasonal changes fn blood componer:t~s. assist, .fn ~fnt~fn_fng 
• I \ 
~arterial oxygen tension·. As f'ndfcated by studies on the sea raven 
heart f:n situ. winter. accl~·matfzed fish: have :dfm-~n{shed ability to' 
-- , , · ..
. \, \ ' \ 
produce a ca~df~ ou~p_u·l. Durf ng the ·wf nter t~ere f s .. a -s-1 gn'l fi cant.-
• 
. "' . . . . . 
i-ncrease 1 ri : concentrat1 on of1 tota Htemogl obi n and a ~ f ghf fi <:'ant sh1 ft 
.. . ... . 
toward hfgher hemoglob~n-o~gen :afffni~. 
. : 
. 
Intraerythr~cytfc components ·such as H+·, ;cl-. and nucleotide 
• . • • · i ' . • 
trfphosphates (N,TP) ·f.nflu~n~e heh;JOglobfn-o)(ygen affinity in the winter 
, • ;• • • ~· J .. • • • • I '\. • . . ' . .,. - . . ' > •. 
. , , flounder. Temper_a~ure. 1 nfh•ences ·.the·. concentratf on of fntr·aerythro- - .. 
· ~fc .·mo;<tfff~rs," :~~d_ s~asonal . cha.hges. t~d · to . su~port e.shff.ts _f.nox;gen . 
at:;iritt;~ · · .. · .. ·· · · · · i . · · · .. · · 
. '. . '· ' , . 
. . f . . , ' ,, ' , ' ' • I' : • , .,. , 
If is concluded _~ha~ t~mperatur~ plays a sfgnfffcant role fn-
• I ' ' ' • • .:0 • !-;~· ' '. • • \ • ' 
e~fectfng . physfologfcal:'chang~s"d~-~'ng ~cclfmatfzation to the seasons. 
. ' .. -
' ' .. ~ .. ' ' The .-physfcal effects· ot. temp~rature upon blood flow and oxygen uptake- · 
. . } . - '; - . . . .. . . 
at the gills ·ar-e opposed by a 1 terati ons in blood componen_ts meet1 ng 
. -- . . ' . 
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CHAPTER 1 
I NTROOUCTI ON 
poildloth~rm1c vertebrates such as fish are affected internally by 
their external ·environment. During seasonal changes in the external 
' I 
environment the organism -can maintain internal physiological variables 
at dffferent"levels than would be pred.i'cted from the conditions of the 
• 
environment. This :sort of·phy.siological adju~ment has b-een refered to 
'as dynamic equilibrium by Prosser (1964). Dynamic eqtt111br1um is 
necessary for the survival of 'organisms in widely changing envfron-
me~ts· , · b~~a.use the range_ of ~nternal variable:. such as pH or Po.£ f~r 
survival are smaller than those that may be dictated by the external 
en vi ronmene(Prosser, 1964). ·Fish have adapted many physiological 
- " ... . 
. . 
. mechanisms that · ~l~ow them to :maintain an -inte~n~l equH1b~1u~. Of 
. . . 
particular interest are those fisM which li~e in temperate regions that 
. . 
undergo broad tt:miperature changes with changing se{!sons. The research 
of this thesis 1nvesti gates some of the mechanisms employed by ffs'h in 
achieving oxygen uptake·.and delfveri'.during different seasons • . 
\ Temperature is recognized as· an ·importa:nt 1nfl~ence on the 
' t . 
phy~.ic.al environment, ~,well as o~ thEf physfo.l9gical perform'ance .of 
anim~ 1 s· (e. g. Hoar, i983; Prosser, _.i97.3 ~. A number· of \phy.s1 ca 1 
c.hall~nge~ confront fish as· the.r 1:ttem~t to mee: m~tat?ol1c demands. 
\ .. They must be able ·to move wjJter past the gills .in order to breathe •. 
I . , • 
· The. v ~osi ty of water· increases as 1 t cools. thus· vent11 at1 on · becomes 
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higher at cooler temperatures, the absolute amount of oxygen present 1n 
water is only 3 per cent of the amount_..of o~gen found in air. The 
df fff cul ty faced by water br~athers d~i ng vent11 ati on 1s more evi den! 
when the convection requirements for wa\er breathers and af r breathers 
are compared (Dejours, 1981). The convection requirement is the volume 
·of ventilatory medium required p·er unit of oxygen uptake. The valu~s 
are usually very high for water breathers. 
Temperature also effects a number of changes fn phys:f.e.logical 
processes fn fi_sh (e.g. - Housto~. 1~73; Fry, 1971) . The results of 
changes 1r1 fish physiology _have been viewed in two .contexts. When t~ 
seasons . change, a'_ change in. tempera~ure take~ P_~r:a conjunction --with. 
' ' Cl . - ' • ' ' 
other- changes fn the physical envfronment, and the alterations ·which 
• ' • • • ~ I • : • 
- take pl-ace_-as ·part of the physiQlogf~al response of the animal are 
called conditions of acclimatization (Fry, 1958). In the" laboratory it 
' ' ' 
is possible to effect physiological alterations in response to c~anges 
. fn temperature alpne; 'these cr~ate . condf.ti.ons of acclimation (Fry, 
. ' ' 
1958). Many of the early studies on the effects of tempe_ratu~e on fish 
· used oxygen con~mpt-ion as the mafn physiological indicator of ~cclfma-
~ • > 
·tfon or acclimatization (e.g. Scholander:. F.lagg, _Walters, '1lr:J~ Irving. 
1953; and Fox, 1936)._. Measurements of oxygen consump:tfon are useful'- in 
-demonstrating the oper~fon of cardiovascular and ventilatory - ~ystems. 
-
~ge-of· the oxygen consumption of a specf es can be use,d to predict 
the c~pabflfty· of the aritmal · to tole·r.ate dffrerfng .environmental con-
• ~ 
ditions. Precht (1958) found various. 1evel~s of compensation for 
' . 
ch~ngfng temperatures in some species of poik"tlottierms. ~ Cold water 
. ' ' 
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.Polar aquatic po1k11otherms, under the 1n)-,uence of year~round 
temperatures below 5JDC~ are thought to be adapted to cold, malting 
/' - . ' 
comparisons with trop1.ca1 aquatic animals difficult. Scholander !!.!l.· 
(1953) compared rates .of oxy~en consu~tio_n in arctic and tropical 
poikilotherms as a base for a theory of cold adaptation: ·that cold · 
water species ar~ able to maintain a higher rate of oxygen consumption 
-· at low temperatures th._an warm water fish at those temperatures. 
Wohlschlag (1960;· 1962a,b; ·1964) con<;luded that nototheniid 
. -
species exhib1 ted cold adaptation, in~U cated by d~ta on oxygen con sump-' 
·tion. However, he found no ~ld adaptation in an Antarctic zoarcfd ·1, 
(Wohlschlag, 1963) •• Oxygen consumption studies of :a number of 
. Antar_ct1 c fish species, including hemoglobinless types, bj He~ingsen 
, • . . · , 
and Do~glas (19-70), Grigg. (1967.}, · and Ralph and Everson (196'8) reported 
-, rates comparable to those. found by Wohlschlag (1964). In 1970 HoletQn 
showe<1 that oxyg~n\ consump~i on in notothenif ds was much 1 ower . than that 
recorded by WohlschJag 1n 1960 and 1964. In ·two later studi_!S on 
Arctic species, Holeton challenged the validity of the cold adaptation 
• • 
theory (1973, 19?.4). Criticism of the cold adaptation studies-has 
~-
fott~sed primarily o'n experiment\1 procedures used by researchers, and 
their interpretations of the data. Cold adaptation stfll rematns to be 
soun.dly demonswat~d ~nder laboratory condtti o~s (Clarke, "19841. 
However. a recent study by .l'etens, Wells. and DeVries (1984) supports 
,, 
the theory. · .. 
Studies of oxygen c~nsumptiori are useful - tri fllustr:~_i ng the . 
a6i 1i ty of certa 1 n species ~o ada_pt to envf ronmenta 1 condi tf ons. 
However , __ _ the functions of the. several .components of the oxygen de11 ver~ 
., 
-·-
. . . . 















system have yet to---be elucf ,dated. The effects of temperature· on some 
~ 
aspects of c1 rculatory and vent11 a tory physiology of ff sh have been .· 
stuc;lf ed, anti - results pertinent· to tfie pres.ent· research are reviewed 
- -below. The most striking examples . of physiological alterations in 
. . 
response to te-mperature come from studies on .Antarctic fish. Those 
• • 
f~h endure extreme cold ·for thefr entfre "life. _Thr are fewer 
reports on the effects of exposure to sfmi]..ar col'd cond1t1ons"on a 
seasonal bas.f s~ 
B1ood is the medium_ by which oxygen travels from the gills to the 
tissues in ff sh. 81~o~ . co~~ ins hemogl~f.n, an ox_ygen-bindin~ proteili 
basfc to the oxygen delivery system. Exceptions of this .general rule 
. . ~ ' . --~· 
fn. ff.sh species ·are fo~n~ ~n the Ari~~~cti~, ·where many species of fi~h 
.·have ·nohem~globf·n, ~n ~hef.r blood; .this ·f-s though~ to J>e due. ·to the_. .. 
pers f s tence of extremely co.:t d temperatures. The cold water is .rf ch ·1 n 
~. ' . 
dissolved.· oxygen, and therefore it is though_t that the presence of 
I( - . • : 
hemog] obi n is · not s·o essenti.a 1. Due .to the absence . of hemoglobin, 
4 
~·;-, I 




polar fishes which do have hemoglobin may st111 have-blood of low 
viscosfi:y-(Grahain, Fl 1et~he·r., and Haedr.ich; 1985) ~ Generally, it· is 
recognized ·that total · hemOglobin' conc~rit'ratfon ([HbJr a~d total. number 
t • ' • I ' 
of red blood cells ( rbc' s} of Arctic and Antarctic fish species .are 
. I 
' . . 
lower than [Hb] and 'rbc's in temperate and ·tropical flsh (Wells., Ashby, 
. . -
~ . 
- Duncan ~~ a~d MacDonald, .1980; . ~utnam and . Free 1 , 19?8; Everson fnd_ Ra 1 P,h II 
~ 1968; Kooyman, 1963; . lYler:-, 1960; Schol.ar:tder and Va.n Qam, 195); Ruud, 
1954). Simfl ar trends to lowere(h.emoglob1 n and rbc' s were observed fn 
.· 
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cephal us) during accl1mat1zation from 25°C · to 7°C (Camero.n, 1970), and 
. . 
fn acclimation to ·1ow temp~rature fn, rainbow trout (Salmo gairdnerO 
I 
from 2gc to 3°C (Houston and Cyr, 1974; DeWilde and Houston,· 1967) and 
. \ . 
fn ca~p (Cyprinus carpio) from l8°C to 2°C (Houston and Smeda. 1979). 
The reduction in the capacity to store oxygen in the blood in 
I "" 
conditions of low temperature seems reasonable because of the expected 
reduction fn oxygen needed by th~ tissues under such conditions. 
However, fn some' species the reverse situation fs seen. After acclima-
tion to low temperature in three species, [Hb] was shown to have 
increased in rainbow trout'fro.m l8°C to 2°C, studfed by Ntkfnmaa, 
Soivio,· and Raflo (1981) and· by N1k1nmaa~., Tuurala, and ~oivfo (1980); 
• • • l 
. fn·, blackfish (GadoJ?sis marmoratus) from :2o•c to 10•c; stud\ed. by Dobson 
and Baldwin· (1982a l; and fn wi.nter flounder. from l5°C to s•G, studied 
by Cech, Bridges, -Rowell, and ~alz~r in 1976. 
Denton and ~ouse·f (1975) suggest that seasonal hematological 
\ 
changes in tt)e rainbow trout. can be due to factors others than tempera-
. . . . 
ture, such as diet and activity • 
• Responses ~f various .blood components to temper ture would be 
better understood if the physiol~gy of card1ovascula and ventilatory 
systems of each speCies were fully known ... · Blood···co ponents rrieet the ~ 
. /,/ .. • · '. . I. 
demands of ·tissues for··oxygen, depending upon the· o eratio,n of the " - ."' 
card1ovascular ·system and the ventilatory system. · Ant~rctfc fish 
: o , • • i • I 'I 
, I 
1 ack 1 ng hemogl olii n,. due to re·sponse to .'extreme-ly 1 w temperatures. ' 
e~h1b1t conspicuous dff.fer~nces in t~e operation f ~e.cardiovascular 
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hemoglobinless fish have larg_er blood volumes (Twelves, 1972; Holeton, 
1970: Hemnfngsen and Douglas. 1970) than 'red-bloode~.· ff sh (that is, 
fish with hemog.lobfn .. fn their blood). They are therefore able to 
... produce larger cardiac output wfth low peripheral resistance 
(Hemmf~gsen an;~o~gl~s, 197~ a~d ~97~; Hemmingsen, Douglas, Joh:n.sen, 
-a.;d Millard, 1972: Holeton~ t97o and ,t.972). Reduced resfst.ance was 
... 
attributed to increase ·fn size and/or number of caphlaries carrying 
. . 
the blood {~enm'(ngsen .!llnd Douglas, 1972; Hol eton, 1970) and decreased 
. .. . . ~: . . ' . . ' . 
bl,~od ViSCOS·ity (Henmfngsen and Dougias, 1972; Twelves, 1972) • 
. / ~ech :et al. (1976) fpund that at high temperaures, there· was a 
I --:-:~ . ·. . . . . . . . 
.(lecrease fn hemoglobf n fn the winter flounder, and oxygerj. demands were 
• 
satisfied b~ .a. ~reatly fncre·ased cardiac .output~ N1k1nmaa 'et !.!.· · . 
-· 
· . 
(1981) 'found that .teRtperature ·ha(no influence on ·the blood · voiutne - of_.... -
rainbow t~o~t; however, Hb 1 evels changed at _higher- temperatures as a 
' result of' red ·blood cells moving fn~the tissues (tissue ·rbc shunt}. 
J welves (1972) found b.lood volumes 'of •red-blooded• Antarctic fish 
.specfes. to· be __ greater than those of o~her teJ e"osts not exposed 'to 
conditions ·Of constant cold. 
.. . . 
The ventilation .volume CVwl ·of the hemoglobinless Antarctf.c 'fish 
was.v~ry high. and gill tissue~ were more resis~ant to oxyge~ transfer 
CT02l · than in other fish (Holeton~ 1970). The.T02 r,suf~s in....thfs . 
extreme c~se are interesting. Seasonally .. cyclfng :fish that rec1!fve 
exposure to extremely low temperatures would be useful models f.n under- · 
standing wh,y · fis~ fn low temperature conditions .have'tower To2 
. . 
values• An ideal model would . be a fish· whfch also undergoes seasQ.nal 
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TOf _'values fn the hemoglobfnless Antarctic fish may be du,e to 
dtmfn1shed capacity of the __ blood to bind with oxygen~ The winter 
flounder fs an. ideal species be~ause the fish undergoe-s an. fncrea~e fn 
~[Hb] during accltmatizatfon to wi-nter temperatures. _ That increase' fn 
[Hb] ,may .act to counter increases _ _in g111 oxygen res1stance. 
D-tmi ni shed T02 may also be due to the pllys_f_cal effec~ of temperature 
on blood flow. Blood at lower temperatures is more visc_ous, and this 
may reduce the gill perfusion area_ fn fish. In fish with red blood 
.. . 
. - . 
cells~ more rbc'~ are likely to be in the secondary lamellae during· 
.. ., 
· .conditions of high temP,era:ture (Niki.nmaa et .!!.~ -· 1981 and 19BO). Thfs . 
_..- __ ..
woul _~ prov.1de .a _greater 'potential for _Hb ox.rg~nat:fon ~u-ring tt.mes of 
.increased. o;ygen·demand _(Tuurala, Par,t, N1k 1nmaa .and .so_fv1o,·. 1984 ). 
. . . / - • ' .. 
Researeh has been done _on the effects of seasonal .and t~mperature 
··changes on hemoglobin function. If ·temperature is the only functional 
' . . . . 
modif~er, then Hb-oxygen affinity increases as th~ temperature 
. . 
· decreases . (Well-s and Jokumsen, l!l82). But the effects of temper-ature-. 
on_ whole blood can produce a number of variations of H~~oxygen 
' 
• - < 
\ ' ; 
affinity, depending upon the species. FQr exampl~, _during exposure to 
hig~ ~emperatures the Hb-oxygen affin'ity 1 n winter flounder decreases 
-(Hayden, tech, and Bridges, 1975); yalues for--Hb--oxygen affinity · 
. 
'· increase in the brown bull head (Ictalurus nebulosus) (Gr1 gg, _1969 )j 
while no detectable change in Hb~oxygen affinity were 'found tn rainbow · 
) 
. . 
trout (Weber, Wood, · and Lomholt, 1976) ... _ 
Findings Q't the Hb-oxygefl affini-ty o_f whole blood are' more varf-
. . 
· .- ._ ~ble because [Hb] function i_s also influenced by ·1 ntracellular com-
..... ---~ 
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nucleotide triphosphates (NTP), which have all been shown to 1 nfluence 
' - Hb function, have· been observed fn fish· by Dobson an~ Baldwin (198~), 
Powers (1980), Houston ~nd .. Smeda Cl979), and Hous~dn~(1973). 
It 'iS :apparent that research has demonstrated the importance of 
8 
temperature on parts of the oxygen delivery system in var1_Qus. f1stl 
species. It 1s clear that persistent. extr.eme cold can flav! radical 
affects on-the oxyge!l delivery system in fish. However, fish exposed 
to the changing temJ)eratures of tJle seasonal cycle exhfbit"more varied, 
.. ~ ' . . . 
• ~ • t .. • 
but le·ss extre~e, changes in physiology during accJfmatizatfon to low 
·-- : . . . 
__ temperatu·res_.~ · Even thougf:l _the physiological cha.nges of temp~rate and 
seasonal fish are·.less extreme ·than in some of the Antarctic· fishes, 
. ' . . - . .. . ' . . 
' <' • • •,• • • 
·. 
. some . spec·1es such as th~. wfnter. flounder "are' exposed· to .sub-zero . ' .,....._ . 
• • • •• ~. ' • •• •• • •• :- • ' 'll:' • ' • __;. :' 1 '\ 
· temperatures for. several_· mor:tths a year. : . The adaptation of the spe,c1es ~)(_ · . 
. ' - . . r . . . 
. to_ such a wid_e range· o·f conditions in, the physical ·environment: mu·~'t 
. , • I . . . ' . • • 
• <( • • • • • • • : • 
_mean adjust~~nt -. ~ ~ - ma~y par~s of the ~i rcu 1 a tory and res pi rato"y · . 
systems of the f.fsh. . \ --: - - · . 
. . . 
In the present study, th~ investigation into the parameter:-s · 
. . ' 





. 1) ~0' descri~e the fur:tct~on of v~rious parts of the oxygen 
delivery system.' ·fn ·the winter- flounder; , · 
2) to. d~~crih~·p.hysf.ologfc~l cha~ges .. whtc.h take place tn tilE!~ 
• ' f • . 
. · card1Q~ascti1ar and respira.t6~y systems during the process of 
acclfmati zatfon; 
3)- to test ·the hypothesis. that te~p~~ure ~ ~Y~ a major ro ie f n 
the p~ocess of acclimat1zat1on. 
T~e: .speciffc .. tests are outlined fn detail in .Chapter2. Each area 
---· 
'·· 
. . · 
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studied-seasonal changes. in hematology and hemoglobin function, bloud 
viscosity, car~ac performance, and respiratory performance - occupies ' 
. . 
a separate chapter. giving the results of the data co 11 ected, and df s-
cuss1.ng those re~Ul"tso:-- B-riefly,. changes upon the physiology of the 
-- --
w1 nter flounder. as a result of temperature chang~ over the season a 1 -
cycle7-showed that the process of acclimatization affects all aspects 
. , . 
of physiology. Cbaptet 6 attempts to integrate the data and make some 
. . ·---- . 
conclusions that _will assist fn ,the prediction of seasonal physio-
. . . - I \ 
loS!Jcal performance of psh under certain. condi-tion~ .) 
~ , j . • 
The ffsh .use.d 1n this study are distrib!Jted in the .oceans of the 
' ' \ , ' 
north temperate 1 atitudes,. an4 normally encounter water temperatures 'up 
. . . . I . . . 
to l5°C durfng.the su11111er, and winter temperatures as low as_ -l.0°C. · 
I , . . . -
The wide range of temper.atures to-which · these specfes have had to adapt 
\ . . 
made possibl,e the invest1 ga~ion of many aspects of their phys!ology. 
The clfinges _of physiological functions- durfng sumer acclimatization 
wer~ also investigated. ;Detailed accounts of tbe 'species studied can 
be found in Bigelow and Schroeder (1953}, and lefm and Scott (1966)~ 
. # 
The main species studied in the present research was the winter 
f1 ounder, because of the accumul atfon ,of ~iological and physiological 
1 nformat~fl abl.e on this specJ_es (e. g. Fletcher, 1977 and 1975). 
The sea rave~ (Hemitripterus amerfc~ntts) w~s us~ part of __ the 
experiment to study the effects of seasonal and acute temperature 
-
changes on heart function. The sea raven had been thoroughly 
researched by Farrell, Macleod and Driedzic fh 19B2, and by ·Saunders 
- . 
and Sutter11 n 1 n 1971, therefore the i nvesti gat1ve procedures used were 
4 . 
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10 
for these studfe.s of heart function, but due to the awkward location of 
' ' 
that organ fn the winter flounder it was felt that investigative 
p~ocedures wouldbe hampered by the technical difficulties. The sea .- ' / 
raven experiences seasonal temperatures· similar to those of the winter 
f1 ou rideJ." and f s a1 so a bot~om-dwe 11! ~g ff sh , So <:ome genera 1 con-i . 
c~usf~ are possfbl e. 1 / 
The main objective of the present · research was to provid9' 
. . 
experiments that would allow discussion about a thesis. --T7· 
thesis which was i~vestigated was that teniper~ture has _an i portant 
• ~ CD 
_influence on many physiological functions which· account· for oxygen 
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CHAPTER 2 -/ 
MATERIALS AND METHODS \ \ 
I 
2 .1 Se.asona 1 chan es 1 n hemato 1 o 
. . 
sxperfmenta l anima 1 s 
. ,. 
Winter flounder (Pseudople~ronectes ~etica~us) were kept in flow-
through seawater aquaria f'or at le~st one week pr_ior to experfl!!entat1on 
Ambient seawater conditions were maintained at all (Fletcher, 1975) • 
.. . 
• \imes of the ~ear: . - ' temperature range -0.5 to 15°C and salinity 'range 
. . . " 
28-32 Ofoo (Steele, 1974). Duri·ng the months of April .to October 
. flounder feed act1 ve ly, ·and at oth~r perils the gut contents are 
. ' 
diminished (Fletcher and King, 1978), During the feedfng period fish. 
\ 
were fed c~ppe;d cape lin (Mallotus v111 osus) ~ libitum 5 days . per 
week. 
2.1 .. 2 .sample collecti"" 
·. 
A.ll blood samples were taken by caudal JlUncture of' u~anesthetized 
fish. Blood samples were' taken us1 nt 3 nt. plastic syri ng~s equipped 
with 21 gauge needles, and the samples placed into heparinized glass 
. '. . 
-Gontainers · (dry hepar.fn: Vacutainer). · Al l samples were refrigerated 
during experi ments and assay preparations. Sunrner blood samples were. 
taken ,during July and August and winter samples were 'taken from 
--- \ 
f 
• , ·.!. :·. ~ . • ~ - --- ~· ~J ' . · J :. < • • , 
\ 
.. , . . 
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• February to April for whole blood studies. Wi nt~r blood samples for 
preparation ~~ h~~oglobin sol~~~~were. taken d~M:ng Dec~mber.--:--
2.1.3 Whole blood Pso protocol and hematological techniques 
' 
. 
A number of blood a11quots were ·made from e~ctt animal sampled • 
One a.liquot was used 1'11111ediately to determine oxygen diSsociation 
c~~r_a~teristfcs- (Pso>. Another was immediately used 'for measuring 
he~atocrft:·(Ht), h~II}Oglobin concentr-ation: ([~),~ide t~i_phos:­
phate concentration {(NTP]), and pH. The r.emaind.er of the sampl'e was 
. . . · !"'. - . 
~s~ for · rbc counts and sizing~ · and p_las~a and eel~ electro~yte concen~ 
tr'atfons. · 
. The Pso determinations were made using the mi.xing technique 
'· 
12 
· . (Torrence and lenfant. 196.9; Edwards and Martin; 1966). A blood s·ample· 
""' _..-- . . 
,CO.S-1.0 nt.) was placed i~to .a rotcfti~g ·glas.s container receivi-ng . 
nitrogen or air. The blood eQuilibrated within 30 minutes and re·ad1ngs 
... 
were initiated 45-~0 minutes after _t_he start of gassing. Each sample 
. ' 
was drawn fnto a 0.5 nt.. glass •. gas-tight syringe (Hamilton) before 
0 • . . - • 
be1.ng analysed ~or total content CC()2 ), and partial pressure CPo2l o.f 
oxygen. The needle deadspace was fi'lled with mercury, wMch also acted 
. ' . . 
·as a device for m!xing .the ·bl~od .. ~ample. The.~2 wa~ detennine~ usi .~g 
the LEX-- 02 - COUrt (lexingt~n In~truments, MA.). -P0.2 _meas~~e~ · _ 
~,ts w~re .. ~aken· wft~ a c'lar'k. type"·e.~ectrode (Radiometer E5047~ c)>pen-
hagen). ~~r.opriately ampli.-f1e~ (Radiometer Pttt71,. Copenhaget)~ · . 
... 
··before befn·gtecord~d (H~~ett P_ack~rd 17501A)~ At -leas.t five 
:iii trogenated-a.erated m1 xtures from each ·1 nd1vi dual s~mp 1 e were made'\i n 
.• ·-
. ' . 
. . 
: . ·.·:·. ~·~~:~-; 
-·· 
.. 
.. . : ··'·' 
·. ' 
. \ . ; . 
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• • I 
determi n1 ng Pso. The o,(ygen e 1 ectrode was ca lfbrated~ bef1re each 
. • • . I 
experiment, and the cal fbration. was checkednbrQ.ughout ~he duration of · 
\ · .- . . - · / 
.exper1Jnentat!on. A ze!'o .Po2 re.Cl~~ng was ~~t usf~g -~ - -~~lution _of 0.01 M: 
\ . 
sodium borate saturated wfth sodium sulfite... The high portion of the 
Po2 range ~as calibrated ,wfth atr saturated w~ter as described fn 
Hi tchnan (1983). _.. 
I 
A 1 1 of thl! perc ant saturat 1 on va 1 JA~~ pe'rtai n to hemogl obf n on 1 y, 
. / 
therefo_re all oxygen carri~d '1 n phy~lcal sol uti on has been subtracted' 
as follows: \ 
J ·. . I . 
Oxy~n content values a~e i.n unit~ of mf(ln ftres of ' 02 per 100 ml of 
solution. Plasma ma~t refers to the. maximum _partial pressure or conten~ 
of oxygen in the plasma under t~e experimental condi·tions. The Pso 
<? 
value was .determined using tt"!c Hill equation (Riggs, 1970) ~ the Po2• 
and percent saturation values for t~S-75% - o~ygen s~turate.d samp,les. 
. . . . , . . . 




globin method, employing Sigma. standards. Methemoglobin levels w~r.e 
measured · using the ~ethods out~l'i ned . i.n H~nry ( i964). ·The · NTP concen-
' 
trations were measured usi~g the. met~ods ·outlined 1 n Sigma ~ul leti n 
{366 - UV. Winter acclimatized fish (February to April) and winter 
~ . 
. . (' . . . . 
fish acclimatized to summer temperatures were sampled for blood NTP 
. . , 
levels·. The same tests were done on summer acc.lf!"~t1zed fish {'July and 
' . 
August) and summer ffsh acclfmatfzed, to winter temperatures. Fish 
, • / t 'r • o :.~ .. ~ -~ .. ,' ~ ,: .1~ • p 0 ~-~:I ,. • • •• \ . • , . . . 
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- eJ<posed to. r:~on-seasonal temperatures (0°C durf ng. the sumer- and l0°C 
• ' 1, • 
14 
during the wfnter)'were-acclimated for 30 days. Hematocrits were done 
• ~-· f 
in dup 1f cate on ··a mi crohematocri t centrifuge .(I nternati onai Instruments-
- t' t:r' ~odel ~B): A gla~s mfcroelectrode ~Radfomet~r E5021 ~ ,.Copenhage~) 




used. to measure pH. ·. , 
Intraery~hrocyte levels of Na+, K+, .Mg++, and aca+ were determined 
. usf ng. fl arne atomf.c absorption (Varian-Tectron, "model AA5· and Varian ·' 
• 
· . A-25 recorder) (Fletcher and 1< tn_g, 19.78) • Red b 1 ood ce 11 s were separa-
. ted f~m phsma b~. cen~rffugatf··~n~ \nd .th~ ·plasma . ·wa·~- -~fpetted off. ~ 
. .. . . . . 
."' Red .cells were· t~e~. digested 1·n_ cQncen\rate~ nt=tr1~c acid._ Analys_es 
-:,. . .. . ·•. .•~ . '. .. : ' - .. ·.- . . ... · .. 
· _. we:e do~~ . ~\ cl ~ar . df g_est:~.~ · _ P-1 asma ~~ l_.ue_~ f~r. th~ fo.ur .. f ons. ~er.e :~ 1 so _ 
dete.rni~ ~ed using · fiilme . a~om1c. abso.rpif·on. · Chl ort ~~ ·,cori~er:ttrath1ns . wer~ 
. ·. 
. . . ' ... . . . ~ - .., . . :·. . . '. ' . : . .. .. .. · . . . .. . . :• .· . . : ' . , .. 
measured fronj .plasma and. ~be dige,sts· by the - Ra.diom~ter · CMT-10 ·chloride · ·.-- .. 
• • \' ' o -' I • ' • ',... f , o · ' ' • ' ' • o , ' ' ' , • 
t1 trator: ~ater c~·Otent. ~{ ~c. ; s Was cal cu]ard ~fter dry1i1g Ce 11 
samples at · 6o~c until no .further change in mas~ was noticed. · 
, . . . . ~ . 
. The-pH C?f.rbc•s · w~s me~s,u~ed on .hem~lysates {Steen -and--Turftzen, 
• 0 • • • :~.:.;;.~- ~-,·. • • . . .. .. - • ' • • ,_,. 
. 1968}. One -,nt~'-~l·oo'd samples were centrifuged for 2 minutes at 5000 x· 
. • . .. ~ . . .• ".r~": ~ """: . c • .~ 
· . G, th.en -inned1.pte.ly submersed ·1ti·, ~ mi.xture of ethanol and dry i-ce~ The 
. parj: of~th~·- ~ent~~fu_ge t~:bi conia1ning plasma a~d .. white ·ce'lls· w'as ·'cut 
.. I , ' • • • • ' ' ' ' • . , • ' ' t • ' 
away, and . the_-part of the tupe containing rbc · ~ ~as res·eale~~o~fore 
' ' ' ' "--:"' ' I ' ' ' o • ' - ' . ' •, ' ' ' , ' ~~ • .,...,\, ' 
, · b~i ng thawed. · Two subse.quent freezing and ·ttiawi ng _events· ensu_r~d that 
• • • , .. - ' ' • • • n o ~ •• \ • 
eel 1 s had bee~ ·dfsr.upted· ..... ·Measurements of, pH on lysed rbc 1. s 'WE!re takerr 
us_i n~ a. gl as~ microelectrode •. \ • . 
J . . - . . i . . a . ~ . . . ' . 
. Red blood .cell sfzes .and numbers .w~re·.obtafned using a Coulter 
. ' ·_ ' · . . •.... . ·; ... . ' -' - . . . . . , · 
• Chan·nelyzer. and· coun~er · (tou.lter -ElJ!~tron.fcs: ~ :on~arto.). - · ~iood. samples ·:. 
' ' ' , ' • ~ ' • ' ,' ' : 'I ,' • •'• ' • • ' • • ' 
· • ' Jr.' , · . .. 
. > 
. . . ( . ~ 
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,, were diluted to .50,000 times the origi.nal CQ.ncentration in pH adj.usted 
. . 
. ... ..... . 
saline before counting imp sizing with a 100 ·lJm 'aperture • . T-he fol..-
.. .. .. ... . . . 
Jowing ·c~m~r1s~d the d~luiin9 saline_: NaCl = 15b nM (s~~rf, .175 nM 
<w.i~ter)·, KCL '=.2 .i ~. MgCl~ · 6 H~O ·= •• o ~~ caci2 · 2 H20 ~ ··· 
/ "' • J 
2'.7 nM, D- Glucose= 2.2 nf.1, and.JES .buffer (N-trfs[hydroxymethyl] 
-., Ill ~ • .. .. . _ .. 
m~thyl-2-~minoethane s~lfonic acid) = 3.0 nf!t. · Du-~l1cate .. cou~ts . wer~ 
. . . . ' . 
• J 
) ' . . . . . 
done on O.S. ml sampl·es'(20,000-50-,000., ce11s per counting}. Coi~cidence 
corrections -~ made· where needed .(.f'hon;mous~ 1970). l'he Ch~nelyzer. , 
.. organizes a .s.fie 'scan of each saTl)pl~ into 100' channels, e~ch reprt}sen-, 
1 " • • • ' . ' • '. • • ' ,. • • I 
. · ·. . ~- .· _t~.n'g .. a~ ~v~a~e v~lum.e·. The ~ve.rage channel ~e wa_s, ca_l_fb~at~d with .: 
· · paper mulberry poJ1en {dtameter = 13 llm). · -ME!an ~orpuscular volume 
r I . . _ . . . . ~ ·· . . . . - , , \ ," . , . 
. . · ~ · . (MCVl was ~~~ermine~ b.y d'1viding the total ·volume of a size scan by its . · 
• • • • l • 
. ' ' 
. numbe~ of. eery s. n·~ total _volu'me ~as· determined . as t~e sum: of the' 
p.roducts . of the' tota 1 ~umber of ce 1 1 s per-ch~nne 1 ( o.r range of . ; 
· · cha~nel s ); and ' th~ a~~rage voluJ Of t~ eel ~ ·s ·characte~fstf ~ of· tho~e 
-- • t• . ~ 1 • t 
,G 
.. chann.el s: ~ · 
; ~ 
. . 
. . 100 








~·· .. 2·~L4 .· He,OOQl,obfn so,ut1on preparation 
"' l . • [ 






· . It :was important. to produce -a h~mogl~bf·n· , solut~on that was free of 
. ~ ,. ... I 
' . 
- ·. 
·s~bstances that would 1~flue~ce its func~fons, such as · ~ucleot1de 
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j 
. trfphosphates, 'cl-, ca++ • Mg~+ ~ and H+. When thi.s pr~para-J· ' 
tion is completed. -knownlamounts of speci-fic agents can be added and 
. . ' . 
evaluated on their influence over hemoglobin function • 
.:& .. . .' 
Blood 'from several fish was pooled together and used _in preparfng 
' the hemoglobin solutions. Blood was obtained from the fish by the 
. ' • 
method described in 2.1.2. After the plasma was removed, blood cells 
, , . 
' were washed three times with ice cold saline (see 2.1.3). The blood 
cells· recef·ved a final wash wf1;h·5Q .~ Trizma base buffer 
- ~ 
(Tris[hydroxymethyl]aminomethane at a pH of.7.95). The 
• I • t 
-
solution was then-sonicated for· 2 min~lEes at 70~ .of fu 
(Bioson,k· III. Bronw111 Scfentfffc, NY~) while on fee.· Th hemolysate 
. . 
. . ~ . ' ./' . . . . 
was centrf fu~ed · ( 5000 rpm) twi'ce for '20-30 mf n at 4·°C to re any 
~ . -. ' 
' chll·debri s. the. resul ti~g~ .hemoly~ate (approximately 20 ml) was passed 
. ~ . . 
, 1!1 , , c , , , II 
·through a Sephadex G25 co 1 umn · twf ce before bef ng cono.entrated • 
• Sephadex G-25 1 s recommended for des a 1 ti ng _purposes (Anonymous, 1984) 
.. 
and for the removal of nucleoti.des·'such as AJ'P and GTP. (Jelkmann and 
. . 
Bauer, 1976). The column was 40· cm long with a 1.5 em diameter. The 
. . - ' -· 
. . 
elution volume was approximately 30 nt. The .flow rate was 80 ml/hour. 
. . . ~ 
A 10 .. rrM NaC1 solution adjusted to a pH of 7.95 was used_ to elute the Hb 
• ) I 0 o f 
solution from ~he column. Levels of·NTP 1n the second elution of the 
...- ~ 
: Hb solution were undetectable.· The ffn·al Hb solution was diluted wfth 
5-8 times its volume using 50 nM Trfzma base buffer (pH = 7 ,95}. A · 
' . " . - . 
high pressure .fflte·r.ing device (P;.uo filter, 10,·ooo D.cutoff; Amicon 
.Corp',, MA.) concentr.~ted the ht!molysate un<!er an a1.r pressur~ · -of 207 
·.kPa (30 ,psf). (Jelkmang and Bat:ter, 1976}. The. ·column and eoncentrat1on 
. . ., 
. ' 













The Pso determinations on Hb solut1ons were done as described 
for whole blood • . concentrations of c1-, ca++, Mg++, H+, and ATP were 
added to the appropriate hemolysates in order to observe ~eir effects 
.. . .. 
on hemoglobin function (NaCl, CaCl2 • 2H2~,1MgCl2 · 6H20 and 
. 
HCl were used). StQ~k solutions of the ions and. ATP were made and 
' . 
I Hb:ion ratios ~ere base.d on an assumed Hb molecular weight of 68,000 
-grams/mole (Hoar, 1983). 
I 
2~1.5 Data analysis 
Unpai,red t-tests with p < :o.os w~re u~ed to compar~ .mean v~lues 
for suiTIIler and winter fi'sh. Analysis of covariance was used to test 
. 
for significant differences in the slopes of lines' in figure 11 
, ' ' ' ( Snedecor and Cochrane, 1967). 
2. 2 ln. yi tro and in_ s1.t.u.. viscosity 
... 
2.2.1' Winter flounder in. vf~ro study 
'\· 
-·· 
Winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes amer1canus) were regularly 
' . 
collecte~from Conception Bay, Newfoundland, by divers using SCUBA. 
f 
Ffsh we~e keP-t at the laboratory fn a 40,000 litre aquarium under 
17 
seasonally ambient conditions 9f photoperiod, temperature and salfnf~ 
(Fletche~. 1977). Me~surements were· carried out from October to May 
.. 
(temp~rature range -1 to i0°C). 
' } . 
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cauda 1 punc;,ture,}mnedla:ely hepar1 n1zed UOO units .. Na+ hepar1 n/IRl 
~lood), and then stored on · ice. t 
. . . 
Red ce 11 s· or p 1 astri.a were removed after centrifugation ( 4000· rpm) 
. ' . . .. 
~ ' 
as Ht 1 s were adjusted to desired levels ranging from 0~ (plasma) to . 
80~. White blood cells constituted less than 3t:of the rbc-numbers, 
. . -
therefore no effort was made to remove them from the blood (Dfntenfass, ~ 
1971). . 
Various concentrations of plasma protein were attained by dilution 
of normal p 1 asma with flounder sa 11 ne so 1 uti ()'n (as above), or by. con-· 
centratfon in an AMICON ultrafiltration device '(Lexington Inst. Inc:·, . 
• ' I I 
Missouri) ~1t'h .a UM2 fi'l.ter ·under 207 k.Pa (30 psi) nf~rogen pressure •. 
~ 0 ' I I < • • \ \ 
Hemoglobin· and 'Ht ·values were · determined as described above. 
. . .. ... .... . 
- -- -· - • -:II - • t - • 
·Total-plasma P,roteins were measured using ·the biuret reaction (Henry, 
.. ' 
1964)~ with 0.1 ml of pla~ma. . ~ 
. ~ ~' 
, . 
. 
The freezing point dep~ession of the plasma was measured using an 
Advan~e~ osmometer (Mode~ 30, Adva;ced I nst. Inc. , f1A .,) • Thi ~ ras done 
to ensure that only~ ~·wf nter type11 • fish wer~ used (i.e. f~z-f,(g JUli nt 
depression = approximately l.l2°C; see Fletcher, 1977). However, it 
' . . 
was later discovered that ffsh which h~d atypical wfnter.values (f.e. 
freezing p61nt depression small.er than l.l2°C), did not have noticeably 
\ . 
dfffe~ent blood pl~sma vfscosftfe~-
• 0 
Viscosity was detenmfned on i ml blood or plasma. samples .usihg ~ . 
cone pi~t~ ~fsc'ometer CL'lJ model 0.8° cone angle, Brookfield Ltd •• 
. ~ . 
~iss_fssauga, Ontario). The ~empe~atu~e pt ~e sample cup was .regulated 
(!,O.i°C) using, a r~circulatfng cooling .unit . (Neslab Inst. Inc., Ports-
. . 
mouth, N.rH.) • . Ca11bra~1on O!J:he v1s~ometer was checked us1n~Br6ok-. 
' . . . 
fieJd standards; the gap between the cone a~d 'plate was adjusted 
.. 
l, • 
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fn~nedlately prfor to each tes1t. The Jrocedures outlined by Rand, 
Lacombe, Hunt, and Austi~. (1964) ~ere 'used to determine viscosity~- At 
least four sets of readings wer .. made for each sample and the values 
obtained at each shear rate were averaged. In all .instances, the 
measurements were made w1tfiin 24 hours of blood collection. 
19 
. . 
2.2.2 The r_ole of flounder plasma in in yitrg viscosity: flounder-
sculpin blood mixtures, and plasma and serum experiments 
' Flounder blood is much more viscous than sculpin bl~od, because of . 
the plasma _viscosity and the ability of -the plasma to aggregate red 
• . • 0 . j 
blood ~ells . (Graham·and Fletcher, 1985). Blood from the ~horthorn. 
. - . 
. _scu-lp1n (Myoxoceph~~us·. scorp1us·) was used. to evalu~te t~ _role of 
• 1 
, --
flounder plasma in red blood ~ell ,aggregation. 
In the experiment, blood was 'taken from winter flounder and short-. 
I 
horn sculpins, then ~ach ~as dfvfded into cells anp plasma by centr~-
.. 
fugatfon. The r~c's were washed three times with saline (recipe as 
. . 
above). T~e following mix~es of rbc's and plasma were prepared: (_f) 
. . . 
flounder cells in fJounder plasm~; (ii) flounder-cells in sculpin 
., 
pl~~ (f11) scul·pin cells in sculpin plasma; and (iv.l sculpin cells 
i~ ~der' plasma._ The sculpin cells in the ~launder plasma exhibited 
. . I 
pr~fuse clumping and eeuld. not be used for v.fscosfty determinations. 
. - . 
The rol~ of fibrinogen fn the vfs~osfty of flounder whole blood 
was assessed by the-following experiment •• Flounder.red cells were sus-
pended (Ht = 16~) 1n plasmJ and autologous serum (plasma and serum were 
pooled togetHer from a group of -seven ffs~). 'The vfscosftfes of the 
- ' . ~ 
plasma, serum, rbc's fn plasma, and rbc's 1n serumwere ·comp~red . a~0°C.-
', 
.. 
. . . · . . ,-.,..."";~ 
. ' . "'.:.~ .... 
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2.2 .. 3 ln. situ viscosity study 
The~ vftr? viscosity investigations provide data for very 
specific conditions, of flow: at one shear rate fn a uniform, noncom-
pliant vessel. The following set of experiments utilized the ~ving 
vasculature of the win~e~ flounder as a vfscom~ter. The experimental 
., ' 
20 
• \ • > ' ..... ; ' - ' • 
parameters were temperature and flow rate; both influence b 1 ood l / 
• • 
viscosity. By comparing blood and saline flow thro~g~ the vasculature 
it is poss'ible to determinE! the average blood vfsco.sity as 1t ·passes 
. 
through the preparation.· The object of the experiments was to eluci- · 
• ' ~ . ': i -
date· th.e. fmpo~t~nce o!. _temperature and,_f_low rate to; J.i!. situ vfscosft~. 
~xp.erfments wlr_!._carried ·out durfn_g the._w'f~t~r·~-.(February to . 
Aprfl ). , •Anesthetized co.16 nM Ethyl-M;_Aminobenzoate, MS222, Sigma) 
o • ' ' I 
-
winter f1 ounder ( 200-600 g) were setti oned to remove the anter·i or body. 
•• ~ - 0 • ' 
The remaining trunk· (50-75' of the body mass) had no kidney or· perf-
--
toneai"~rgans. The dorsal aorta and caudal vein were implanted with 
snugly fitting st\el catheters (inside diamete¥·= 1 nm). A tight 
lfgat~re of um~-i~i~l-tape w~ aP.p11ed about ~the. hemal arch o; the 
. 
.., vertebrae tQ secure the cat~e~ers in place. Approximately 25-50 mls of 
heparinized saline (10 i~/ml) flowed.fnto the dorsal aorta from a. 40 em 
. . . 
·. head and removed the blood from the trunk vascu·lat\fr.e. 
·. . 
. ... . .• 
. The sectioning, catheterization and rinsin~ procedure took no 
•. 
longer than 10 infnutes. The ffsh was the~1'5jfmerged fn a ~emperature 
. ' - . 
controlled saline bath (salfn~ same as per{.usate minus :the PVP; see 
- .below). A peristaltic pump delivered saline·_or blood from thermostated 
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transducers~(Microswitch, 126PC or National Semiconductor. LX1601 OF), 
21 
and signals were amplified and recorded before fluid entered the trunk 
(Hewlett Packard preamplifier, 17402A and recorder 7402A). .In addition 
to the conventfonar-equfpment listed, a custom made ~reamplffier was 
. ' 
used with the·Mfcroswitch 126PC transducer, and a custom made interface 
was used with the National Semiconductor LX1601'DF transducer. Flow 
was .altered by changing the pump ~te. Flow was measured by coll~ctfng 
the volume of effluent. leaving the caudal vein. There was no backflow 
of perfusate after it passed through a check valve (Figure 1). 
I . ' 
. - . 
\ _ Th~ ~fficiency of vol~f!U! recovery from the t~unk ~as assessed_ 
after each flow change. Usually 'the outflo~ volume from the caudal 
· vein C(!theter·~ as ·a percenyge of the inflow ( efff cf ency of vo 1 ume 
I • • I 'I 
~-
. recovery), declined with increased flow rates. Leaks at low flow pres-
.. 
. . . 
sures were from open tissues in the gut. and the. segmental vessels-along 
. . 
the long section of the truhk. At ~levated flows and pressures (e.g. 
6~-80 em H20), the catheter insert area showed signs of leakage •. 
Expe~iments were terminated at that point or flow was decreased-to .. 
allow for perfusate switch (i.e • . saline to blood). :r~e prep~ration 
gave consistent flow-pressure relationships for up · to 2.5 hours of 
saline perfusion. · 
/ Experiments were either conducted under hig,h (blood = 10.12!. , .. 
0.15~C, saline = 10 •. 13!. O.l~°C) or low temperature conditions· (blood = 
0.59 + O~l5°C~·saline = 0.78 .+ 0.45°C). An initial perfusfon with the 
- - . . . 
follow1~g saline· solution lasted"30 minutes for each preparation: 
1o-5 M yohimbine - HCl (competitive alpha adrenergic blocker, 
. 
Sigma); to-5 M papaverine.- HCl (nonspecfffc s~oth muscle ... 
............. 
. . 
r .. . 
----· .. .. . 
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Ffgure 1. Dfagramatic representatfon of the ex~erfmental setup for 
measuring blood -~cosf~y. amp :; amplifier, rec = recorder, 
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24 
relaxant, Sigma); 10.11 g/1 NaCl, 0.41 g/1 cac1 2 • 2H2.0, ,0.22 g/1 KC1, 
0.13 9ll Mgso4, 0.38 g/1 Na2HP04~ ·o~04 g/1 NaHto 4, 40 g!l polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone (PVP, MW = 40,000; Sigma); 1.0 g/1 .glucose, and 2.0· g/1 
NaHCOa •. Tbe perfusate was equilibrated with 0.5i C02 and air. 
Blobd from 9-24 fish was pooled tog~ther, then pH and Ht adjusted at 
· each experimental temperature (cold experiment: pH = 7.848 + 0.025, ~t 
. T . 
= 19.31 ~ 0.61; warm experiments: pH = 7.936 + 0.020, Ht = .19.24 ~ 
0.50}. Saline pH values were: cold= 7.890 ~ 0.028; and warm= 7.926 + 
0.012. 
(~ . 
After the i.niti al 30 minutes perfusion with saline, a stabl.e pres- . 
. . .. . . 
sure f1 ow ... trace was evi dent• and any 1 eakage was detected. The 1 nit 1a 1 
' • • ... # • 
perfusion· was at·3~-40 cmH20 pressure, then flo~ ~as '1owere·d or 
raised en.ough to change pressure by about 10 cnii20 per shift. · on·ce a · 
stable trac.e was established, the flow was altered again, within the-
range of -20 to 80 cmH20. 
8·1 ood was pumped· thrQJJr' FL arne trunk ·. as the salf.ne. The blood 
'-:. 
wa~ mixed· continuously with a ftlll"gnetic sti.rrer,. and was fully oxygena-
ted. Papaverine and yohimbine were added to the b)o~d at to-5 M 
concentration • . . P~essure-::flow relationships were developed after cauda.l 
vein effl~ent Ht was equivalent to 'that in the thermostated reservoir •. . 
F:low alterations due to catheter resistance were take.n· into 
measurements. 
2.3 Seasonal cardiac performance 
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25 
Sea raven (Hemftripterus amer1canus) were caught fn Passamaquoddy 
B@y, and kept . in _ambient surface seaw~~t.the Huntsman Marin~ 
Lab~ratory, St. Andrews, New Brunswfc~The fish were then transported 
to Mount Allfson University, and heJ(-rn seawater (30 OJoo) until 
experimentation: No food was administered while the fish were fn 
t 
capt1 vf ty. 
Water temperature in the area of capture was 2-3°C -dur1ng the 
' -
winter (January, 1984), and 12-l4°C during 'the sunmer (September, 1983) 
(Fletcher, Kao, and Haya, 198,4). During ttre winter experiments,_ fish .. 
were held in the laboratory at 5°C for at least four weeks, and fn the 
summer at 10°C for at least orie week. -The ·summer .fish exp'erfments were 
f nftiated at a ..;temperature of 13.~°C' with. vb at· approximately 'ts 
ml /kg*m1 n-1. The p.rel o_ad (input) and ou~put pressures of the 
summer fish were 0.95·+ 0.17 .cmH20, and 39.90 !.0.57 cmH20 . respec-
t1vely. Winter fish experiments wer.e 'initiated at a temperature 9f 
~. 
3.4°C wfth Vb at approximately 9 ml/kg*mfn·.l. The i niti al Vb 
for winter fish· was selected based ~n - observatfon~ of cardiac output 
from summer fish after ·acute temperature decrease. The preload and 
output pressures for winter fish were 1.23 + 0.21 crii20, and 4'1.65 + · 
0. 71 cmH20 re~pectively·. 
2.3.2 Exp~rfmental protetol 
Anesthetf zed · ff sh (MS222, Sf gma) were weighed before surgery. 
Ff sh wet mass was used as a reference for sett.i ng ~ b: ~urgery was 
. . 
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10-20 minutes. The fish were placed ventral side up on an operating 
. . 
ta~le, and the gills were ltrigated with seawater. Stainless-steel 
cannulae ·were ·f'!fplanted and secured fn the ventra'l aorta and the 
~ 
hepatic .vein. The ducts of Cuvfer, anterior juguhr veins, and 
abdominal ve~ns were ligated, so the only fluid entering the v~nous 
" . I 
. · ' 
26 
sinus was through the hepatic vein. The ~erves going to the heart were 
destroyed. \ \ 
' 'The nerves, jugular~ducts o~ Cuvier and some of the 
·abdominal veins wer~ accessible ~9ug~ an. i~~sfon in the ope~cular 
cavity. The ducts of Cuvier were ~untied until the last mom~nt so 
• - .. _ 0 •• 
that' the he.art was supplied with blood during the procedure. After·. the 
ventral ao~ta cann~l\ was secured a perfusion with heparf~ized saline 
was delivered ·throug~·the hepattc vein cannula from a temporary ~ 
reservoir (1 IU/ml;Nat heparin). The ducts of Cuvfer were then tied 
closed, and the nerves were destroyed. After surgery,. each animal was 
totally transE!cted il!ltle.diately caudal .to the pectoral fins, then placed 
in .·a temperature ·controlled ~ath of Cortland salfn~. All abdominal 
--vfscer~ were rem~ved. The perfusion saline composition ~as 150 ~ 
·• 
. N.aCl, 2 '! MgS04 -. 7H2o, 5 nf!t .KCL, 2.3 nf.t Cac12, 2.3 nf.1 Na2HP04 , ..,0.2 nf.1 
... 
Na~P.o4 , 3 g/1 dextrose, and 40 g/~ .polyvinylpyrrolidone (MW = 
40,000) • 
·. 
- . . . 
~ . . 
· An fnftial .perfu.$-.fOn · of at le~st 15 minutes was allowed for tissue --. '· 
'flushing and heart rate stabilization. Recordings were then made on a· 
. . . 
.beat by beat ba'sfs of Vb• fjf, and output pressure. The preload 
. ~r~,$~~r~·wa.s eie~~t~·d ~l~wl>: (<.~ m.a~ -e~c~ ~4justm~nt) until maximu~ 
• I ' ' t ' • 
vb· was attained • . When maximum Vb st·abil1ied (approx.fmately 30 s), 
'...--· . ' 
·. , 
' . 
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another series of recordings were taken before restoring Yb an.d. 
. 
·prel~ad pressure to origfnal leve~s. When original Vb had 
stabilized, an acute temperature change of about 10°C was "!ade as. 
I 
follows: in winter fi~h, the perfusate and w~ter jacket were warmed 
from 3.4 + 0.2°C to 13.6 +.0.3°C over 10.2 + 0.8 minutes; in summer 
- - .. -
fish, . the perfusate and water jacket were cooled from 13.3. ~ 0.3°C to 
4.1 + 0.2°C over 19.9 + 3.6 minutes. The temperature of the saline in 
- - . ~ 
the bath ho.ldinQ the preparation changed much more slowly than that of 
, the perfusate. Therefore, heart tissue temperaturp was altered . 
prim~rily by the perfusa~e passage. ·The temperatu·re of the· 11\YOCardi um 
• ' G • , ;. 
___.. . ' "' 
was not mea~ured. It was -assumeft that the hear~ tissue temperature was 
stable at or near the per_fusate temperature, bec~use even though the. 
lagging saline bath solution temperature was still changing, fH was' 
•, 
stable. Heart rate stability at the altered perfusate was required 
. ~ 
before t~e experiments proceeded. After the-perfusate temperature 
c;hange was completed, and heart rate was sta.ble, the cardiovascular 
• ' c ' 
variables were recorded again. Preload was aga~n elevated to achieve · 
. .. . 
maximum Vb at the new temperature. The experiments were terminated 
s~ortly after the recordings at this stage. Ventricles were excised 
. . . 
fmmedfately, and after emptying contents and drying wfth tissue paper,) 
wet mass was mea.sured. , • · · / 
/ 
'2.3.3 Experimental measurements arid calculations 
.~-
. 
The· preload and output ~essures were measured wtth pressure 
v • 
' . . 
transduce·rs (B1otronex Laboratory, Kensington, Maryland). The ·vo1ume · 
~.ow 
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,. 
~ected wfth each heart beat (SVH)~as measured with an· electromag-
~ .. ' ' """• 
. " ; - . 
netic flow probe (Bfotronex LaboratorY,, BL~5020). The,flow probe was 
0 • ,. • • • .. 
· calfbrat~d ~fth known volumes of physfoiogf cal ~aline· at thth experf-
• 
' . . 
mental 'temperatures. Pres'sure arid flow signals were amplified. 
' . . 
(B1Q,.tronex Laboratory, BL-630) and displayed on a chart recorder 
(Sfotronex Laboratory, BL~882). Perfusate tempetature .was measured 
<I 
. • ? 
wf th a mercury theryio~ete~ immedf \ely pr~ or~ to. enter.i ng · ~he heart. 
Heart rate was doi~fn~ frol pressur~ trace~, and Yb ~as 
calculated as: · ' 
; ·. 
.... 
. ' ... 
. . .. ..  . . .. ,-. . .. .... 
( 
Cadfac output values are-in units of .millflftre·s Of blood· per minute ·. 
~ . . ' . . " . . . ·. -
per. kil~gram wet mass of .ihe~ ff.sh (ml/mfn • kg-1) •. _ The power: out~ : 
. ~ . .. 




power =. {_output pressure ;- preload pressure) * Vb, 
. . . 
and exprtessed as mW(k'g ventl'i cl e wet mass. The resista~ce of .'tnfl ow .~ 
.and outflow catheters of ' the ,heart were cpnsidered.· fn all pressure · 
• ' '• " # • I • 
· measu~~men-ts. : A11'.1' v'~l~;s ~~-ese~ted ·ar.e me~ns !: ·~tandard er~or (SE), :-
) . ' . ' 
e~cept wh~re otherw.i~O 'sta~iid. Mean ~al~es were evaluated fOr signiff-
~'ht dHfere~cesusi Student\ t-tes~ with p < 0.05 (unpair~. tests were 
(': ' ' ' . . 
used tor winter fish:~~~ ,sur'flmer fish· comparisons • paire<J tests were u~d to 
• • .· ~~ l ~· . ' . , ' 
compare tempe~ture ~reatrrients within each- .s~'onal group) 
t I • . , .' ·. '\ 
. . 
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... ~ .. 
' ?.4 Blood volume, red bloo!tcell distrib~tion, and respiration. studies 
>' 
.. 
'2.4.1 Exp~r1ment~l animals 
· Winter flounder (Pseudopleuronectes amerfcanus) were~ captured by 
I \ ' < " • 
SCUgA df vers 'from Concepti on Bay, Newfoundl.and, and kept ~ ~0 ,000 
• . ' .r 
. . 
·--liter seawater •. tanks for at lea~t one week P,r1or to experimentation 
~ ~ . . 
• I . (Fletc~er, 1975). Respiration experiments were carried out·from 30 
..... f • ~ • • 
Sept~~ber 'to 6 Novemb~r (water temperature=· 9 to 10°C), and 1~ January 
. . 
to 28 Marth. {water_' temperature -= ·-o.s-to i..6°C). · The anil!lals used. for. 
• • .. ~ 1 • • tJl ~ 
respiration experiments a~9-10°C c~nnot · be r~fered to strfctl¥ as 
I ,: ~." ' • '• f) ' ' ..) 
SUITI11er f.1sh ·because ·at tha·t ·tfme of the year day -length' fs somewhat 
' . ' 
shortened. Howeve~, the ' temperatu~ which· exisied at that time· were 
. . ' . "" ; 
' 0 Clo, 1 
typical of those found .in July and early A~gust. For accura~y, the 
, 0 ':) • 
r.esu 1 ts from ihts 9TC?,UP of · experfll!ents W~ U . be refered to a.s the high 
.. t . f , , f .. • -
temperature values~ except in Table 4, . 6, and 7, and Ff.gure 2 where the 
. . . .. '" 
' ' 0 
. ' 
term summer fs u$ed· for c.or,~veni_ enc~. If a season must be refered to 
summer/fall would be· appropriate. Animals were fed liberal amouots·of 
- ' 
' . 
chopped ca·pe lf.n · da fly .dur1 ng perf ods· of high ··temperatures. Experf-
·, ' . ,.. ' . 
~~ntal f-i-sh \~ere denied food at least 24 h~urs l>efore surgery •. After 
\ . . .. .. ' . . . ., . . 
\ .. ' . . . ·. . ~ 
sur~ry, fish wer~ ql ~ o~_ed 1-3~ d.ays .r.eco~ery - ·~efore experi~ents , 
. co!""e~ed. " .. ' . ···. · · .· · , . ' ' , 
• .,.- ' v ., • I ' 
2.4.2 · .Anfm~l preparations . 
.. . 
' .. 
\,. ' .. 
' ,• I 
• · ~ • • 4 
,> , · • . · : 
.' . l; >·, I 
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MS222. The ff sh at hf gh temperatures were prepared in a different 
..- . 
ma·nner from the- cold water f1s~. That precautiQ~ was essential, 
because during high temperatures the winter .flounder does not tolerate 
excessive handling; The surgery at' this time had to be. as limited as 
. . 
possible, so· two experimental groups were used. The preparations 
involved for each group are described below. ·All measurements were 
taken fr~m ffsh resting on sandy ~otto~ed tanks. 
30 
One of the groups used in high temperature experiments contained 
eight. fish and was prepared for measurements of respiratory parameters. 
' . 
A· water tigh~ re~pfratory bag was stit~hed over -the opercular apparatus 
of the fhh (Figure 2.). The bag ~ollected all ttie water. ventilating 
the gills (vw}, but ~as applied loo~ely enough to minimize the . · 
restriction on breathfng"motfons. Th~· bag~ -were m~de . o;>pliabl~, 
... 
strong dental-dam (Hygenfc Corp., Ohio). 
A small plastic; tube attached the bag t,o a 6 mm wide vesse~ 
(inside diameter) leading· to an overflow container. No significant 
backflow pressure was anticipated because of the low flow rate through 
~h.e tube. The openi.ng for the tube collecting Yw water was at the 
-~le.vel of the water in the fish hol dfng chamber. the partial pressure 
' -
of oxygen for inflow1ng water to the g1lls-(P;o2) was measured: on 
. . 
. ~ -
samples· taken directly beside the mouth (Radiometer mfcroelec,t.rode 
' ~ . . 
. . . . 
E5047 ~nd amplfffer1 PHM71, Copenhagen)~ The oxygen tension from 
" • . I 
.. ·
expiratory water (Peo2) w.as sampled from the 'col ... lec~fon ~ube. · 
' ' 
A polyethylene ca~n_nula_ (PE90) was inserteet 0~15 em inside the 
I ' 
~ ' . 
ope.rcular c~vfty at the· junction of the op~rcular ·ard p~eopercular bone 
on the dorsal sfde of the animal. The cannula was filled with seawater 
. ' 
- ' 
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w1nter·f1qupder during.the sul!lller.· A. f1.shw1th vent1.1at1on 
. . . . 
bag attached. B. 1blood measurements • . amp= amplifier. rec 
= recorder, p! t. =;pressure transducef, all ·O~her sy~bol.s 
are desc'rfbed in the symbol. legend .(p. xf). 
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33 
and attached to a pressure transducer (National Semi-conductor. LX1601 
. " . . 
OF or Micro Switch. 126PC: see 2.2.3), . Oscillation 'in opercular pres·-
. sure was used to record the frequency of .res pi ration ( fR). The 
;o. • 
amplffied signals from the pressure, transducer were displayed on a 
chart reoorder (Hewlett Pack'ard recorder. 7402A and preamplffi er. 
17402A). 
The ventilation stro~e volume (SVR) was calculated as follows: 
. p 
Ventilation stroke volume values were ·in units of mi11111tres of water 
per · brea~h per kilogram w~t ma~s (ml/breath • kg-1 ). The .oxygen 
uptake at the' gill cv02 ) was calculated as follows: 
where 13w -was the solubfl~ty of oxygen in s.eawater at experimental 
temperature and salinity. The ozygen uptake values were in units of 
mfllflitres of 02 per minute per kilogram wet mass of the fish 






. ·~ · ~ 
.. 
In a second group of fish at hi_gh temperatures"(n = 9. Figure .2b) /. 
the caudal vein and ~rtery were cannulated with polyethylene tubes / ' : // 
: (PESO). A11 fish were fitted . wi~h an arterial and a venous can~ a-: 
The arteria 1 cannula· was f"nsert~d 1 nto' a 1 atera l 1 ~c1 ~ 1 nthe tail 
' / ' 
then fed'anterior to the leve~ ·of the dorsal aorta. ··The venous cannula 
-was inserted from ·the incision anterior to the pos1t1~n of the kidney. 
p . 
' .·· :.;.· 
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34 
The cannulae were secured wtth silk sutures and filled wfth heparinized ·' 
' - ) 
salfne (100 unfts/ni, Sigma) (saline as above fn section 2.1.2} . 
... _ ' . 
Arterial and venous oxygf!il tension .(P ao2, Pvo2), and con~ent (Cao2L-
Cvo2) were measured. · Hear·t r.ate ( fH} was monitored from pressure 
fl uctuatJ ons after attaching the arterial catheter t .o a pressure trans-
ducer, and fR was monitored as above. The ff sh in the two warm water 
groups h~d the following wet mass: 493 .!. 61 g vs. 591:!:. 44 .~'- p.< 0.05, 
Cardf ac outp~t was esti ma~ed as: 
. Th~ units for Vb values are mfll;l+tres -of blood per minute per 
k flogram wet mass of the- ffsh Cml/min • kg-1). 
< In winter fish (407 .3:!:. 36 g, n = 11) all of' the above measure-
ments were made on. individual animals (Figure 3). The mouth and gill 
I 
openfn~s were isolated into sep~rale water chambers (e.g. Heath', 1972). 
( - .. 
A. thfn membrane (dental-dam) was stitched about the fish's mouth and 
f1 tted into a part1tfon1 ng box-. Water 1 evel ·1 n the pre- and post- -. 
op~rcu1ar ~ambers was equalfsed with the use of a manom~ry system. 
. . 
j 
The Yw v~lue was a measured volume of overflow .water- from the oper-
cular compartment of the box. As wfth the warm water. .experiments. at 
. ' . 
least two measurements of the ventilation volume were. 11\ade for each 
8 ahimal. The rema1 nder .of surgf cal and measurement procedures were .. the 
' . . . 
same as 'for the hf gh temperature fish; The remaining caudal portion of 
the fish (approximately 75'1 of the body surface area). was 1,so1at'd in 
' . • i -
, I 
i 'I ' I . . 
' . ' . ' . ~· ,; .. ~: · .- .... \ • . • : '• , ,: : • .• : : · · . • : !' · ' ' .:~ ~ : . I , ' . ·. :,- . ' 
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'· 
·· .F.fgure 3. · Preparation for measuring the ventf.lation volume of the 
winter flounder during the winter. All me~surements for 
blood and watef .mad·e on' same ffsh.-> amp =amplifier, rec =· · 
recorder, p. t. = pressure transducer, all other symbols are 
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& separate compartment. When the vent11 at1on measurements were 
· ftni shed the oxjgen uptake by the skin was estimated over a 1-8 hour 
·- perf od. The surface area of each f1 sh was estf mated from trac 1 ngs -Of 
the outline of the fish made on calibrated graph paper. 
\ 
37 . 
The two ventil at1on methods could only be compared on the winter 
accl i·mated animals. Three winter fish with -ventilatory bags were usel 
in the comparison. · 
\ 
2.4.3 Blood volume and red blood cell -di-stribution 
Winte1" (February.:.March) and summer (August-September) acc11mat1 zed 
. . 
fish were used ·to. determ1 ne blood volume and the 1 nstan-d"neous distri-:-
but ion of red blood cells, following the methods outlined by Albert 
(1971). The blood -volume of winter fish was examined at the seasonal 
temperature (0°C, 335.9 ~ 61.4 g, n = 8), and after 8-15 days at 8.5°C 
_ (367 .a: 4s.,g: n = sl. The blood voliJme of su-t frh was examined 
at the seasonal temperature (10°C, 302.3 .:!:. 68 . 1 g, n = 6), and after 20 
days at 1°C (296.7 + 49.8 g, n = 5). 
Radfoactfve chromium (Slcr) was u~ed to tag rbc's which were . 
.-·later: to be injected into the drculatory system. A concentration of 
100 llC1 51cr/ml of heparinized blood was ·mixed in the presenc~ of 37. _ (1 
. . 
C02/ balance air for 1.5- 2 hours. The cells were then washed- three 
tfmes with flounder salfne (see section ·2.1.3) before a 0.3 nt. infusion 
. . 
. - . ... 
(cells were reconstituted to app.roxfmately the same Ht as· original 
blood sample with s-aline) ·~ - - Tagged rbc's were introduced into the 
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38 
were used to determfn.e ·predilution activity (cpmf). A tfme per\od of 
2.5~4 hours was allowed for cells to distribute throughout the circu-
latory system. Previous tests determined that 2 ho~rs was sufficient . 1 • 
to ·ali ow complete mixing for b.lcod volume determinations at 1 °C (G.L. . 
Fletcher, personal conrnunication). 
After the equilibration period, a caudal puncture was used'to draw 
b 1 ood fro.m unanesthetized fish. The flounder . was then totally flllllersed: 
. in lfquid nitrogen which effectively stops all circulation rapidly. 
. . I 
l fqufd ·nitrogen was held in a ·heavily insulated contal ner that restrfc~ 
ted movement by the fish. The time· of blood sampling to the time of 
' total tissue freezing was never longer thim 30 seconds. The blood .. 
sample ~as placed fn a>heparfnized c_ontainer for counting a~d he~ato-
. crit deternif natf ons: Hematocrf t wa.s determf ned as above. The actf vfty 
. . 
of a 0.1 n: samp 1 e of the ff na 1 b 1 ood samp 1 e was counted ( cpmf}, then ,. . .. 
used fn the following ·Volume calculation: "- · \ 
blood volume = cpm;. • 
cpmf 
The. volume ·was th.en standardized to a perc- tage of the total wet mass 
I I 
of the· ff sh. ' . 
' . 
Frozen tissues were sect1 oned from the flounder: tota 1 liver, 
. . 
spleen, kidney, intestine, gill filaments, and portions·of the white 
. '> . . • 
mUscle fr.om the ce~tral part ~f the dark surface of the animal. 
Samples. of #erm1s and epfdermi's were taken .from the same region as th~ 
wh1.te lllJscle: Prewefghed. t~ssues were analys~~ for gaJa emtssfons 
· over· a 20 mfnute period. The values presented are expressed as the 
.. 
f-.. ,._ ' ... . 
r . • . , • '4/11 . ' . . . I. 
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percent of the total tissue mass that was rbc 1 s. 
The mean values f.~r high and 1 ow temperature experiments were 
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SEASONAL CHANGES IN HEMATOLOGY ANO HEMOGLOBIN,FUNCTION 
3.1 Introduction . I 
, 
• The manner in which oxygen is dellvJed· to ~e tissues 'in verte-
brates has been described a$ a ca~cade, oxygen flows along pres- -
sure gradfdnts from -·r~.gfons of hfgh oxygen values (arterial blood) to . 
f" 
.- -
the workfng units of .the cells (f!!itochondri~) (Wood and Lenfant, 1979)· ~ 
. ' ' \ . 
At a given oxygen tension _1 n the cf rcul.~ti o~ (Po2l, the perc~nt of 
. \ 
cfrcul atfng hemogl obfn that is bound to oxyg~n can be predicted. Such 
. i 1 ·. 
predictions are made from the results of.!!!. vftro· tonometry, using the 
Pso (half saturatfon.of ~e"!oglobfn with oxyget;l) as a co11111on 
reference. 
To understand the oxygen deli very system, one must begin with a 
.. 
clear . description of the hematolC?gical parameters of the organism. For 
example, the amount of hemoglobin in the blood 1.,i11' directly affect the 
" . \ ' . . 
amount of circulating oxygen. Some hematologic~l features have been 
found to chap.ge.with.ihe a-lterations in de~and ~or ~xy_gen during 
strenuous exerci~, (Wood, Turner,"' and Graham, 1~83; Yamamoto, I tazawa, 
and Kobayashi, 1980), hypoxf a (Wood and J ohanse~ , 1973), and tempera-
ture change (Houston and·Cyr, 1974; Came~on, 0; DeWilde and Houst~n, 
1967-l. The changes in hematological variables uch as Ht, rbc : count or 
corpuscular hemogl ob1r1 co~ient (MHC) are relatf_ ely slow compared wtth 
the speed a~,~~h alterations fn cardfovasucl r -, ventilatory and 
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hemoglobin function occur (Weber •. 1982). • 
. . 
This section fnves'tigates some possible functional modifiers of 
, · 
hemoglobin, and seaso~·al changes- in hematological var1 ables 1 n the 
. 
winter flounder. The affinity Qf ~emoglobin to bind•wfth oxygen ca·n be 
r 
by a number of factors - found within the red blood cells; -some 
hers 1 norgani c. I ntraerythroc:yt 1 c c()ncentrat1 ons of Mg++, 
. 
ca++, H+, cl-, and nucl ~otide trf phosphates (N:rP) were measured ., . 
in the rbc's of winter.. acclimatized. (0°C) and summer acclimatized • 
• &. • • \ • 
(10°C) fish. · Inorganic ions a~d · adenosin~. triphosphate (ATP) ~ were·::-~h.en· 
/added to P,repared hemoglobin so 1 uti ons from whh:h conce~tratf ~n~ ·of· .. -
.:---/ · other modifying agents had been removed; the tem;;rature ~f the he~~-­
globin solutions was at an intermediate 5°C. The levels of hemoglobin 
modi ff ers added covered the· seasonal range of values ~served · .!!!. vf vo. 
. . 
This experi'ment enabled a comparison to be made of the relative fmpor• ~ 
.. . 
tance of each modifier as it affected oxygen affinity. The direct 
. -
effects of tem~erat~'T'~n hemogl obfn within ':"be's and in prepared 
solutio.ns were also observe.~. - Red blood cells from winter acclimatized• 
and suiiiYier acclimatized fish were subjected to tonometry at 0° and 
l0°C. 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Se~sonal hematology 
\-- ., 
t _ - . 
Table· 1 is a su11111ary of the ·r~c data on .the_ winter flounder • . 
There h significant difference between surrmer fish and winter f1sh 
.. 
.• ol 
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Heinatologfcal .. data for the winte~ floupder. · [Hb]. = hemoglobin concentration. Ht = hematocril:. 
HHC ~mean hemoglobin content per cell (nanograms). total fons = . sum fn mH/1 cell~ for N~+. 
c1-•K+, .ca++, Mg++ 1n the red blood cells. Values are means + SE. () = n. 
. . ~ ~ ~ - - ·, 
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N.;S. p ( 0.05 p < 0:05 p < o.os p < 0.05. p < 0.05 N.S. · / . 
--- .. 
., 
Note: N.S. is the abbreviation for not significant. Mean values for winter .and summer were compared 
by using the unpaired Student's t-test. Significance was at the 95% confidence level. 
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[Hb] , .. MHC (.nd 
. 
with respect .. to rbc size and number, total Ht. The 
, summer fish have fewer, smaller rbc's with less hemoglobtn in each 
· cell•, resulting ,in_ a decrease in THb] and Ht for the group. A large 
percentage ~f. the· total [Hb] ( i3') 1s 1 n the form of methemo_gl obi n 
. \ ' . . - _ ... 
durf_ng ttre lrti~ter and summer sampling times. . 
.. 
3.2.2 Seasonal red blood ·cell ion· and NlP levels 
Table 2 summarizes the intraJ!rythrocytic ion lev~l. s fclund in •the 
'· : winter flounder-. · Chloride' values are s·fgniffcantly lower in winter 
' · . -
. . 
fish than in su~er fish, ·but Mg++ and ca++ levels are higher 
. . .. . . . . . . 
.. · in winter fish .• . The ca++-/ftb mo~ar rat1os-.1ncrease s:tgniffcantly in . 
-~fnter ·fish. The _lowe~t ·i~n · .va.llies are those · ~f ca++, foll.owed b,r'. 
I. • • • 
Mg+t andJJ-. ·The extracellular. · (pHel :and. intracellular 
(pHil p~ values ·are· inversely·relatedto temperature (Figure 4). 
Observed £tle/Ch~ges resemb~e those of wate~ (pHH20)• ~hile -~Hi fs 
relatively stable throughout ·the year. 
- . 
The NTP/Hb molar r~tfos ·are significantly higher in summer fish 
, 
rbc's than in those of win~er fish (Table 2). ·Temperature 1s respon-
.. 
s1.bl.e for the tota.l seasona.l shift 1n the ratios (Figure 5). D~:Jrfng 
9 • • • • • • • , 
exposure of the ·su11111er . fish group to cold ·water, 'the NTP/Hb levels 
-
- .~. J!~ .. 
-
. ~· 
-' • ~ : ~..l. 
. . , . 




· \ actua11y _fa11 below thos~ for winter· acclimatized fish. 
3.2.3 ..-Water content of red blood cells 
'-. ' 
r ,,' ~ 
. .. 
The water content of summer rbc'~ is significantly greater than 
' 
.. ; .'· ~ ... r · t . _,. . 
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,. , 
Seasonal difference· in red blood cell contents for the winter 
floun~er. M!•n value~ ar~_ averag~s ~ SE. () = number of animals 
used. M.S •. ~(not significant. 
. - . ' . 
Su11111er . Winter Su11111er Winter 




K+ 97.6 94.3 22;04 20 ~24 .. ---, 
+6.06 +8.52 NS .. +0.82 +0.55 p < 0.05 -
... T16) T10} TlO) .. . T10) 
69.2 59.5 18.44 . 12.9 
Cl_- +1.8 +4·.4 p < 0.05 +1.1 • +0.8 p < 0.05 
T16) 1'10} TlO) 'TlO) 
. . Na+ 
·29 .-3 41.7 7.50 8.96 .. 
+6.13 -1110.2 NS -+{) .68 -+{).74 p < 0.05 
\ T16l -(10) TlOt . · TlO) 
-· 
' 0.29 ' 0.55 0.09 ;. 0•13 
ca++ +0.02 +0.06 p < 0.05 +0.01 1+0.01 p < 0.05 
T16) • TlO) TlO) TlO) 
Mg++ 
.4.88 . 5.65 . 1'.22 . 1.30 
+0.-13 +0.20 p < 0.05 +0.09 +0.07 NS 
T16l T10l TlOl TlO) 
6.25 6.01 1.58 1.36 . 
NTP +0.51 +0.25 NS +0.09.., +0.03 ' p < 0.05 




·Note: N.S. is th.e abbr.eviation for not significant. Me"'n values for winter and . I 
summer were compa~ed using the unpaired -Student•s t-test. Signific~nce was 
·at tl:le 95% confidence level. 
·. 
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Figure 4. Plasma and red blood cell pH (pHe ·and pHf) for the 
wi nt'er fl·dunder at different t1 mes of the year. Symbo 1 s are 
. . 
means~ SE. The.buffer line shows the .PH-temperature depen-
dence ·of a phosphate buffer system (Radiometer, Copenhagen, • 
. . 
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Figure 5. Summer and winter red blood cell nucleotide ;r~~hosphate 




equals the mean value and the vertical 11.nes are. SEM. ( · ) = 
n. Symbols aboye bars match experfmen~al group~ that were 
sfgniffc~ntly different (p < 0.05). Si~nificance testing 
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of winter rbc's (Table 1). There is no difference betwe n the ion 
I 
concentrations of summer fish and winter fish rbc's 
Figure 6 shows the effects of temperature on the Hb-oxygen dis-
sociation of . ~hole blood. The Pso values from low temperature 
experiments are always lower than values' from high temp~e test~. 
T~e averag~ - seasonai change 10 the Pso,of whol~ blood~~~ torr 
(Figure 6).'- The full seasonal Pso shift is demonstrated · d~g- an 
' I ,. 
49 
.acute temperature change to'wi~ter and summer fish blood. Summer.fish 
' - ,. 
blood brought to .winter temperatures has ·Pso valu-es that are not • 
' significantly different.- frc,>m .the values of·Pso in blood from winter 
acclim~~fzed_f\?h· _Winter fish blood brought to summer. temperatures 
has Pso values ~at are not significantly different from the 
Pso values in blood from summer acclimatized fhh. 
3.2.5 The effect of temperature on· the oxygen affinity of hemoglobin 
· solutions 
The influence ·of temperature alone accounted for 65 per cent of 
the tota.l seasonal Pso shift for whole blood (Table 3, Figure 7). 
Temperat~~e is appro~imately four times more influential th~n ATP, the 
I . 
. , 
next most important functional modifier. Hemoglobin from summer 
acc~mat,zed (Ju .ly-Augu~t) fish ahd wi~ter acclimatized (December) ·fish 
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characteristics for the whol~ blood of the winter flounder ~,. ~·· 
during·wint~r and summer periods. Open symbols. were-for 
10°C tests ·(n ~, 3 for winter and n = 3 for summer . tests) •. 
Closed ' symbols were tests at ·0°C (n = 3 for winter~ and 4 for 
. '. . :. . 
. ~ . 
sunmer tests). · Hemogl ob1 n concentrations were: su,nmer (0°C) 
= 5.21 .! 0.32 g/100 · ml (mean .!. SE); summer (lo·oc) = 5.65 .:!:. 
0.96 g/100 ml; wfnter {0°C) = 4.82 .!. 0.42 g/100 ml; and 
l 
winter (l0°C) = 5.06 .:!:_ 0.27 g/100 ml. Lines were fit to 
.points by eye • 
. ~ 
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The effect of ~mperature upon ~xy-hemog~obin dfssociatf'O,Z 
characteristics · for~emoglobin solutions of the winter . ~ 
.flounder. . Symbo 1 s are 1 ndfv:f d_9.Ji values _from poo 1 ed b 1 ~od ··- ..... 
; , 
. .. 
samples (n ·= 5 to 10 fish). Open circle values wer·e from · 
. -~ 
~ummer acc.lfmatlzed fish (July-August) and closed symbols · 
) 
were from winter acclimatized fish (December). No ATP was 
' o I I 
present. Regression equation was Pso = 0.37 
(temperature) + 1_.33 {r = 0.99)~ Hemoglobin concentration = 
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3.2.6 I.ntracellular modulators1f hemogl~bin function 
- -
. I 
The most i,mportant. fntracellular'"m6d'i.fier of these tests is ATP 
'-(Table 3). The effect of ATP on Hb-:-oxrgen affftiity is given fn Figure 
8. The effect of ATP fs the same at both hfgh and low experimental 
\ , . 
temperatures. The seasonal range of [NTP] (shaded region in Figure 8) 
~ . . 
. causes the Pso to change by 1 •. 0 trmHg {approdmately 17.5 per cent 
. 
of th~ total se~sonal Pso shift for whole-blood; Table 3). 
Chloride ions are the next .most influential intracellular Hb 
.. - ,· functional,modfffer. The seasonal change ·in c1- ~once~tratfon causes 
\ ' 
a. Pso ·shift of 0.6 rmtHg, or 10.5 per cent. of the t~al seasonal 
value for whole blood (Figure 9, Table 3). Chloride ions act ·fn the 
• . , . I . 
same m~~~· as ATP ,-"'s~P{o values increase as Cl:-/Hb va.lues _ 
- • I 
·increase. An increase in Cl- concentration in the preseftte rof..~P 
decreases the effect~veness of the n~cleotfde fn alterin~ 'b fun~~~~ 
- • . I -
(Figure 9). The Cl-/Hb interaction suggests a competition for Hb 
binding· sites. 
Calcium and magnesium have no direct effect -upon hemoglobin 
. . \ . ·- -- , . 
54 
fu.nction in the ab_sence of all other functional modifiers (Figure .10~ · 
' . 
Both influence the effectiveness of ATP in altering Hb fu~ction. 
Calcium is effective at -a much hfghe~ concentr~tion than is found~ 
vivo. The effect· of Mg++ on ATP occurred within the seasonal range 
of Mg++ values in the rbc's. / 
Hydrogen tons have a ·S&Jiall effect rJpon the Hb func~fon of the 
winter _flounde·r. The Bohr and Root effects are small, which corres-
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Intracellular moduJators of hemoglobin 
function. Total seasonal Pso shift was 5.7 
_torr (see text section 3:2.4 and ~1 g_ure 6) : 
' of total seasonal Pso shift values were 
calculated from this. Direct influence on 
Hb-oxygen affinity ( Pso) = r.esul ts obt~i ned 
in the absence of all other Hb functional 
modifiers (eg. NTP · and ions). The total 
direct influence was taken as the total Pso 
shift occurring over the observed seasonal 
concentration of ions and NTP (shadea bars 
on figures 8-11; at 5°C) or over the 
' _temperature range O-l0°C ( ftgure 7) • 
.. 
Modulator · · Direct influence 
on oxygen affinity (torr) 
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Figure 8._ The· effect of ATP '.011 the Pso of winter flounder hemoglo-
. - ~,_ 
· bin solutions at 0°C (e) and l0°C (Q). HemoglobHi concen-
v • • . . ~ . " 
. . . . . . . "' -· -· t~at.f~n wa~. 4.18 g(100. m~ ~~aded bar = season_al ra~ of 
NTP/Hb values~ .'. The ,left margin of the bar· represents an" 
.. - - ' ' 
' ' . ' . . . " . 
average wfnt~r (w) ratio, and the right margin represents an ""' · 
. . ... . . . . . . ' . :. . . . \....,_ 
. -a~erag~ SUIII11er (s) valu(!. For spec.ffic. winter .and SUimler 
.. 
' . 
. ..... . . .... -\~ , ...... ·r·-. ~ .... . 
rat1~s see Table~2. · All' values are from a single pooled 
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Figure 9.' cr-/Hb molar. ratfo and the effett on the .oxy-hemoglobin 
. ~ . . 
dfssoc1atfo~ v~lues of wfnter· flounder hemoglobin solutions 
with AlP . (ATP/Hb = i.S:l) ( ... ) and without (c). Shaded bar 
.. . . . . . 
· a~d_ letters a~ ~n Figu~e ~; . n = 5 t~_}O. f_i sh~ . H~mogl obi n 
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Figure 19. Mg++ and ca++ /Hb molar ratios and the effects on 
oxy-hemoglobin ,dissociation values ·of .winter fl~u·nde~ hemo-
.gl obi n sol utfons, with .and w1l:hout ATP. The· right margin 
· of the shaded bar represents an-average-wi~ter (w) ratio., 
• 0 .. • 
. and the rf ght margin . represents an average s'utm:'er ( s)' . : 
'value. For specific winter an~ su11111er ratios see Table 2. · · 
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acclimatized fhh (Figure .11 and 12) .. ·· Ther.e.. is no ·signiffcant dif-
. ference between_the Bohr .shift (.6.1og10P5o/ApH) at 0°C C-0.66). and l0°C · . 
- -- ' ( 
(-0.43) (r ... 4.~3, d.f. = 1, 11, p <__g.O~t. The .Boh~ shift is res'pon-
s f b 1 e for 5. 3 per cent of the tot a 1 season a 1 Pso change · for whQ 1 e 
I--
blood (Table 3). _/ 
· The 1nfl uence of pH on oxy-hemoglob1 n saturation 1 s the same at oa-
and l0°C (ff gure 12). The seasonal change in pHf for winter flounder 
• 
rbe• s alters oxy-hemoglobf n saturation by 4.5 per cent. 
3. 3 · Discuss f on . 
.. 
'I 
3 .. 3 .1 . General 
During seasona 1 change there a:re a· number of physi c:a ~ al teratf ons 
· in the environment. of w.fnter -flounder. One. important change is 
. . . 
: . 
· te~J~pera.tu.re. Te111peratul'l~ change- f~ able to alter s.1gn1f1cant}y the \ 
met~bo 1f c processes of pof k f 1 otherms and thus the demand for oxygen by 
the living u·ssues. Heln~gl obfn .f s recognized as. being. an fmpor~ant 
oxygen carrf~r. The following discussion describes the effec~ of 
season ,and temperature upon the QUantftati ve an~ functf Ona.l aspects of 
hemoglobin. · 
3.3.2 ·Seasona-l hematology of the winter flounder 
Sul11l1er acc_11mat1zed :w1nter flounder have reduc~d capacity to carry 
. . 
oxygen 1n. the blood. ·The findings 1n this study· agree with, the · Hb 
.,.- -.. 
. ""-~ -~ 
. ,. · ... ~ ' . 
-~·· :', ~.~l;~.:; .~ -~·; : .~ ::. ' ·. ' . : : .. '. 
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Ff gure ll. The Bohr effect of flounder hemoglobin .at. 0°C ( • ) and. 10°C 
.l 
( o ) . No ATP wa's. pres~nt durt ng tests. · The shaded area = 
seasona 1 range of. rbc pHf where . w = wf nter mean va 1 ue and 
s = sun111er mean· value. Symbo1sare individual readings 
froin pooled samples (n = 5 to 10 fish). Regressions were: •· 
' . . . ..... . 
~ H~«!.C, 10910 ~SO· =· ~0.43. (pHil + ~4.-lg · (r ~ ~0.97li . ~~d 
·a~c, .1Q9lO P50 .= -0.66 (pH1> + ',~.49 (r .= -0~92). · 
Uemoglobfn·concentrat1ons ~~re: \ooc = 4.75 + 0.11 g/100 
. l -
.~ . l 
ml; and 0°C = 4·.56 + 0.10 Q/lj)O ml. 
- . . 
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Pfgure 12. Root effect of'flounder hemoglobfn at 0°C (e)'and l0 41C 
' 
( o). Symbols are individual readings from pooled samples 
( n. =· 5 to 10 f1 sh). The shaded area = season a 1 range of 
rbc pHi, wh~re w = winter inean value and s = summer mean 
value. Hemoglobin conce!'_trations were: l0°C = 4.75 + 0.11 
g/1.00 ml, and 0°C = 4.56 ,:t 0.10 g/100 ml. 
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va 1 ues reported ~Y Cech et .!!.. • ( 1976) for the winter flounder. Tt\e 
hematocrit of tt,e bro.wn bu-l-lhead (Ictalurus nebulosus) was 'found by 
Grigg ( 1969) to decr.ease during high temperature acc11mat1on-. .. However, 
the pinfish (Lagodon rhomboides) and the striped mullet {Musil 
caphal us) demonstrated [Hb] increases during exposure to high tempera~ 
ture (Cameron. 1970). In 'studies by Nfk1nmaa et al. {1981 and 1980), 
. ---
the Ht and [Hb] of ra 1 nbow trout were ~~own to decrease d'ur1 ng high 
-
temperature acclimation; but 1n other studies by Houston and Cyr, in 
1974, and by ' DeW11de and Ho~ston, in 1967, the ra_inbow trout demon-
str.ated [Hb] f ncreases during exposure to h1 gh temperature. · 
There are two obvious patterns 1 n [Hb] adjustment to temperature 
7 -
change. At this point, it is difficult to .determine "!hY such patterns 
• ; I 
develop. The differences are specie_s spe_c:ff1c, with the exception of 
the rainbow tro~t. In the case of the trout', · Nildnmaa et a' L rs fish 
. . '•: . . -- . 
were a Scandf.na~i a ~ari ety an~ouston and c~workers fish were from, .. 
hatcheries in Ontario .. Ca'nada. · ·Perhaps there are real phys.iological 
. . ' 
differences between thes~ strain~ of trout. Further research into the 
circulatory and r:espiratory . physiology of the winter flounder (Chapter 
. . . . 
4. 5 and 6) will assist ·fn understimdfng ·the seasonal hematology of the . 
flounder at 1 east. 
.....- - . I 
The red _blood ce11 _,volume of; summer accl.imatized wfnte~ flQunders , 
was sfg.n1ffcant1y sma11~r than that of winter. accHma.tfzed "fish. 
I 
I . Rolland (f970l determifled that .smaller.:rbc' s· be~ome oxygenated more 
- •' . . . . 
. . 
•. 
. . ' . . 
,.;.: .. ~· ~ -~ . : i ·.. ' • 
. . 
rea5if1Y. Therefore, the ·.sunmer acclimatized flounder hav~ 11 e·ss hemoglo-, . 
bin contained w1th1n -. rbc's. that may become oxygenated 1110re ~ead11y. 
A.n interesting ~eature of the hematology of winter flounder i ·s the 
~ . 
. ..... · .. · 
.. . ~ . . . . ·. 
, . 
-. 
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·large amount of methemoglobin (Table 1, Appendix 1). Methemoglobin 
does not ass 1 stJn the transp_or~ of oxygen, and _1 n j]umans methemogl ol>f n 
levels are usually less than 1 per- cent o'f the total hemoglobin 
-(D1jkhu1zen, Btiursma., Fongers, Gerding, Oesburg, and Zfjl stra, 1977; 
. -
Henry, .1964). The' pr.esence of h1 gh co~centratf ons of methemoglobin f n 
the winter floun~er would reduce the qpacity of the blood to carry 
oxygen. Hf.gh values (2 per cent to 28 per cent) of methemoglobin have 
.. - ~ ~ 
been 'found in several o~ller s ·pecfes Af fi-sh (Dobson and Baldwin~ 1982a; 
Heuy ~and Beit1nger, 1982; Cameron, 19-71, App_~ndix ·1). 
:The pre~~nce( of · methEmtogl ob,i n tends_ ~o make the sh_ape of oxy-
hemoglobfn 'dfssocfatfon curves more hype~boifc instead of the sigmoidal 
• •• • • • J • • 
~ shape e~pected w~en hemoglob-f R~tlas-~npt been tffsplaced by 1 arge amount 
I o ... • J • • • - ---- • ~, ' ' • ' • • 
qf .methemog.lobfn toarlfng and. Roughton, r942l. . Thus, the ability of 
-- ll • • • • 
. -~- .· m~::: gro_~.ps ~.t~· ·coope~a~e 1'n oxyge~ ~i~din'g _ ~~~ le.ss apparent in· the 
. pr ence ·of such high levels of methemoglobin. . 
. . \ ,. . .. 
3.3.~ The seasonol variability of the fntraerythrocytfc environment 
' . ~nd the . effects on hemoglobin funct ton 
• 
'-..._, . ~ . . • t 
. T~e o·~_gen afffnfty Of-Hb Iii-winter flounder wbole blood was 
•• do ·-, . 
, . greater f,n w~.f)ter fish. than ·1Q surrmer ffsh. (Fi:gure: 6). ··rhere .~re 
!numerous studf es on tbe blood oxygen afffnf ty ·of fish 'and the quantfta-
• • ~ ' ' a :. • • • "' ' • I 
. -.. . . tfv'e res~l~~ vary .... However, Hb-oxygen affi . nfiy, resu-lts can be ~rouped 
. . .. . . . . r< . , . . . 
·' _ according to . ~e qual1 tat1v~) response t,o temperature change.. ~hen 
,; ,. • • ., Ci • • 
:... · tempe.rature' f s ·de.cr.e~sed, ·. thf.s. s tucb' found · an fncre~sed· Hb-oxygeh 
• • ,; , r • • ' 1.:1 ' 
' affinfty fn. the wf.nter f'lounde~ , ag'reefng with .the ~esults . of. the 
· • r . • , 
.. 
/'. 
: :"' ...... .... : ~-_!'·~ .. 
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studY by Hayden e: !!· (1975). Other species sh~wing the same Hb-
oxyg~n affinity fncre_ase. durfng temperature de~reastr were several 
Antarctfc species (Tetens et .!!.·, 1984; Qvist et .!!.·, 1977; Grf gg, 
. 
1967), the carp (Cyprfnus carpio) studied by Albers et .!!· (1983), and 
several Amazon species (Powers, Martin, . Garlick, Fyhn, and Fyhn. 1979; 
. . 
- - -
Powers, Fyhn, Fyhn, Martin, Garlick and Wood, 1979). When temperature 
is increased, an increase fn Hb-oxygen affinity occurred 1n the brown 
. . 
69 
bu~lhead !Grigg, 1969}. Several catost9mid species (Powers, 1974), and 
the ki111fish Fundulus heterocl .itus (Powers, 1980) do not demonstrate 
r Hb-oxygen affinity changes a(ter temperature alterations •.. A~ain, the 
findings on rainb«:?w trout by ·Nikfn,Jl1aa ·et ~· (1980} showing an increase 
, 
in Hb-oxygen affinity when temperatures are decreased, do not agree 
~1th_ the findings .by ~eber et !!.· (1916) that rainbow trout do not 
demon~trate Hb-oXygen· .affi riity ·changes after temperature alterations. 
# 
The direct effect of te111perature on hemoglobin in the absence of 
' J ,-
other functional modifiers fs to increase ox.ygen affinity as tempera-
. . ' 
t • 
ture decreases (Wells and Jokumsen, 1982'; Weber !l!l·, 1976i Weber and • ,.. 
DeWilde, 1975). The ph~1ctab11ity of the temperature influence on .IDL 
solutions suggest_s .that the var1ab11 tty between ,species whole blood 
oxyglm affinity dur1ng seasoqal .acHmatization may be due ~o intra-
ety.,thro5,Yti c ,modifiers, . . 
A 11 of the-.changes in the seasonal concentration of 1ntt'acellula,r 
. . ' 
ll. components from flounder rbc•s ass.isted in-creating a greater Hb-·oxygen 
aff1 n1 ty in the w1 nter-acc1 __ ~mat1zed · fi sh~ Increased Hb-oxygen aff1n1 ty 
during the winter would assist oxygen upta~e : at the gtll.s. ~.he , 
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. 
unloading to ~he tissues. 
. "'The :1t influential fntracellular modfffer is ATP. It is assumed 
' . 
that fn the wfnter flounder, ~TP would be more influential than GTP, as 
was found f~r the European flatfish (Pleuronectes platessa) fn a study 
.. 
by Wood, Johansen, and We~er (1~75)._ ·The ~TP/Hb changes were sfmflar 
. ' ·' 
to thos.e seen after seasonal acclimatization and .call be demonstrated 
. ' . ·• l . ; ~ • • . ,, . • • . • 
after· temperature acclimation. While temperature is important because 
I ' , ' • 
of ·t'ts dbect · ef.fects on hemogl ol>f n functf on (see . ~. 2 ._5), f t f s ~ 1 so 
. ~ . ,. 
.;. .. . . ~. . , ~ . . ( 
fmportant\for fts indirect effects in-· influencing NTP ' levels~ . 
. ' 
. . 
It. could be argued .tha~ NTP/Hb varf ed becasue of changes . f n· oxygen 
related to t"e~perature. However~ Greaney and Powers ClV7) found that 
\ 0 - ... • • ' - • - ... 
fn kfllfff~h;-ATP/Hb values were independent of the o~en_coritent of . 
' .. \ . . . - ' . . 
. . 
the water. An fnterstfng .feature of kfllfffsh NTP/Hb results fs that 
.. 
the values d~cresase when temperatures increase. an opposite trend from, 
. ~ ' th~ present study. The NTP/Hb res8lts of the present -study had a · 
< - "' 
f' ·siJ!Iflar response to temperature as those . for.Pagothenf~ borchgrevfnkf 
.,. ~· 
. . 
(Tetens et al., 1984~, and the blackf1s.h (Dobson and B.aldwin, 1982a) • 
•• I ' . . The . influence of temperat~re t~ ca++, Mg++' and Cl-:· . 
-.. . 
.. ~.. ·, . . .-
. lev~ls fr( the ,winter flounder was no~ fnyestfgated, alihough there are 
. . 0 
sfgnf'1\cant ·sffasonal ,cha~·ges ·-fn the ainot,mts·~of io~s . present in the· 
' ~ ) 
·_ bloo'd. ·Houston and Smeda (1979), and Koss and ·Hou'ston (198l) documen-
. . -· ' ' • . 
• ' ' • \ ~· , / o , I • • • 
ted th~ change . fn rbc ions during -temperature accl'fmatfon in the. rain-
. • • , I • ' • C. ' ' • - . / ' 
bW tr~ut, ca~," and· ~dffsh _(Car·r.asfus auratus) .·• Data for ion .. levels 
. "" ' . 
of rb~ • .s 1 n go 1 df1 ~ ace Hmited ~).o• and 30°C (Koss an~ Houston, 
198l) ~re qualftati. !lY ~itnflar .to those found ,in: thi.s study~ . The . \ 
: ·rat nbow trou~ and carp· showed :the· ~ame ·trends in rbc Cl ~ /Hb ratios 
"'·"' ' ·'\ ' 
: ..... ,· . 
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0 
(Houston and ·smeda, l9°79) as ·the winter floun'der. The carp shoWed no 
: o, . . • r 
changes in ca++/Hb in response to temperature change. Grigg (i967) 
also fo~nd no temperature effects on rbc· ca++ level$ for brown 
• • • I 
. bulJheads .acclimated to 9~ ~nd z4oc. The Mg++JHb ratios for .r~in-
. ' . ·: .... . : •. :; . -~ . '. - . . . . 
. bo'!l · t~out studied at 2·0 · and 18~C, and carp at.l6° and .30°C were highest 
. . . ·. .. . ·. . ' 
dtirfng ·exposur~· to ~ .1 ow ·- t~~perature (Houston· and Smeda: i979); th,ose 0 
ffndi n!Js :therefore di ffereci from those i ~ the pre~ent study. 
. . . . . . : . . . . • .. ; . . . . : . . ··~ 
.· Lykkeboe; ·Johansen'J.·~and Maloiy (1976) investigated the direct 
• '• ., ' ' I 
effects ~f cl- upon t~e performance o.f hemoglobin i ~ Ti ~a pi a graham1. 
The acti~n of cl- in that species is similar to that which has been 
. . . 
found in the present research; as the Cl-/Hb ratio increases, the 
oxygen affinity of Hb decreases. Magnesium h~s been shown to interfere 
.. . ·. 
' 
0 i 
with the ef.fect of ATP on Hb. effectively i~cr,asfng the Hb-oxygen 
0 • ......_ , 
., 
0 
affi nf ty (Weber and Lykkeboe. 1978; Weber, 1978; Lykkeboe et .!!.·, 
' 1976). In the pres~nt study Mg++ wa.s also found to intera-ct with 
. . 
ATP in altering Hb function. However. · ~he seasonal variation in rbc 
Mg++ is so sm~ 11 1 n the flounder that there 1 s no sf gnfff cant 1 
alteration in Hb-o~en affinity; During ~andlfng. winter flounder 
become stressed · (Flet~her. 1975). and have been. known to produce 
. . .. . 
greatly elevated ·plasma Mg++ l~vels (M. King and G. Fletcher, 
unpublished data}. If .thfs increase fs translated intracellular~y, 
then ~hen. ff sh are stre.ssed.· Mg++ would. tend to 1 ncrease Hb-oX,Yge~ 
affinity to a greater degree. Presumably .thls would be true at any 
tfme of .the year. and the increase in Hb-oxygen affinity would b~ -
dependent upon .. the 1 eve 1 of Mg++ ,1 ncrease and the~ mode of trans h-
. " 
. · . tton of Mg++ fntracellularly. In the. presen~ study ca++ was · 
i 
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found to influence Hb-oxygen affinity at levels far from the .!!!. vivo 
, ' 
ca++ concentrations. Calcium has no significant role in the 
~ -tto· ' 
control of seasonal Hb-oxygen affinitY in the winter flounder._. 
Hydrogen ions can influence Hb function'· vi a the Bohr or Root 
: - . 
shifts. Hydrogen ions tend to stabiJfze· the.T-state hemoglobin (tense 
~ or de~xy.:.Hb), ·thus decreasing Hb':"o~gen ··a'ffinity (Perutz, .1970a and, b). 
'" ' \ ' ' · ~ • ' I • • ' 
The pHf changes for winter flo~nder ·r~c· s. ·are s~all (0.003 unitsrc ), · 
compared to those for -.blackfish, wher~ P~i parallels changes fn pHe 
- ' ' , . •{. ) . . . 
~-·(0.016 unitsrc, Do~son ~nd-Baldwin; · 19.82b)~ :rhe .rbc pH 1s kno~n .'to be · 
\ . "". . . 
\ regulated by cell mem~rane exch~ngers s~nsitfve· tp a-adrenergic media-
. ' . . ' . 
tion (Niktnmaa~ 1983; Nfkinmaa a·nd Huest1~. 1984}. _Adrera11ne ad~infs- · 
f ' ' ; 4 l ~ I ' ' 
trat1 on 1 n hi gh-~doses rncreas~s the pH of : fish red b 1 ood ·cells, there-
' I . • 
f9r~ increasing Hb-oxygen affinity (Nikfnmaa, 1983}. The. pH1 of · . · 
I I : ' ' "r: 
summer fish was expected to decrease more than.ft dfd. However, there 
may have' b~en ~r?ter··. a-adrene~gfc activity at ·the rbc 1,11embra~e durf~g 




·showed that a-agonists are more effective on sunner acclimatized eels 
' ·. 
I . • 
(Anguil~a angufll~). · ·~ ·. · . · 
The values. of_ the Bohr effect f~nd in the present . study "(ere in 
the range of values found in other studies on the winter flounder 
. . 
(Hayden!!.!!.·· 1975) ·a~d in other flatfish s~ec1es (Weber ·and DeWilde~ 
. ·" 
1975).' The Bohr effect on winter flounder -Hb was the same at o• and 
I : 
10•c, so fs not temperature dependent. That is consfst~nt with Bphr 
. . .. , .. 
effect studies done on Antartic fish ·Hb over a s•c range (Tetens _!! 
. . ·, 
· a 1. , 1984). • 
·- "' 
I • , 
. ; 
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73 
regulation of buoyancy in fish. The winter flounder, however, has no 
swim b1adder, but does hav~ a choroid rete (Wittenbe~g an~ HaedrfcW, 
'1974). The Root effect may therefore be important to the physiology of 
. -
the winter flounder eye. Such an assumption has bee.n made. previously 
~ . 
.for. fish without swim _. bladder.s by Ingermann and Tewfll{ger (1982) • 
.. 
. The· fon and NTP levels in winter .flounde'r can account for _approxi-
. mately 35 per c~nt of th~ tota'lfsonal change In whole• blood oxy~en · 
· affinity. Tempera~re has a dfr~ct .. effect on hemoglobin and therefore 
·..., f~fluences the remainder of th!' change fn seasonal oxygen affinity·. 
Temp'erature may therefore be co~si_ dered t2_be th.e most influential Hb 
I, • I . 
func~ional modfffer. Temper~ture is also· instrumental fn controlling 
[NTP], the most importa'nt i~tracel -,-ular modifier. \ ~ 
3.4 . Summary of seasonal hematology findings 
It has been shown that the~easonal change from winter to summer 
. I 
brings .about,. a decreas~ in the capacity of the blood to store oxygen . 
and , a decrease 1 n Hb-oxygen afff ni ty in the wf nter flounder. . These 
. . ' . 
. physfologfcal responses ·to ·seasonal change are apparently due to the 
physical changes fn the environment. Temperature was found \o be 
• • 
responsible for muc~. of the change in seaso~al oxygen arf1nf~y in t~e 
winter flounder. The change fn Hb-oxygen affinity fn the summer 
. \ I , . . , 
re.sul ts 1n improved·· delivery of oxygen to the tissues at a time whe~ 
I . . . 
a~robic demands are thigh~st •. Even. ~hough seawater P~2 is lowe~ : during. 
the summer, 1t is still greatly ele ated· above limiting values which 
migh.t caus~ oxyg~n .al f1nfty to 1~crJas~. The. reason for a d~cr~ase -1n. • 
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'---- •' 
[Hb] d~r1ng the summer is not apparent at this point. 
The results of thfs•study on season~l changes fn hematology and 
' ... hemogtobfn function, in conjunction with the results of the studies on 
. .. 
. . 
blood v1~cosity and cardiac performance (Chapter 4 and~), will provide 
...... . 
. -.. 
t . ' ' 
! 

















a greater knowledge of the physical and physiological facto~s which 
i·nfluence oxygen uptake and delivery .in the wi-nter flounder.. · . 
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Many of th~ results in.this chap~er appear ~ i~ ~~blished . ' \. 
- . . 
_fo7-. Figures 13, ~4 ·,_ 15, .and 1'7- are ~eproduced. from' a paper 
.. ~ 
by M.S. Graham and G:L. Fletcher (1983) entitled, 11 Blood :and 
plasma yiscosity of winter flounder: influence•of temperature, 
re~ blood cell concentration, and shear rate ''. That paper 
is in the Canadian Journal of Zoology (61(10) :2"344-23.50). 
Figures '16. and 18 are reproduced from the paper by M. s ·Gfaham 
' . 
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. . . 
· The resistance of a· flu~d to flow, or its viscosity, is inversely 
related to _t.~mperature. The v.1sco.sity of a given_ fluid ·remains uniform 
.,. 
at any flow for most' fluids as long as temperature ' remains stable. 
v • - ,,.,,.....,., w • .,_ •• 
These fluids are said to be Newton·ian in this respect (Burton, _1972). 
Blood 1s a complex tissue made up of many components, and as such does 
., 
· not behave as a Newtonian fluid. It is .known that as th~ flow rate of 
blood increases, the~viscosity decreases (Chien, 1975; Burton, 1972; 
,._ 
Dintenfass, ·1971 ). Viscosity also changes as changes take place .within 
- . ·" . · .. 
the b 1 ood components· (amount of rbc • s and type of p 1 asma proteins) 
I 
. . 
~ccordfng to studfes'.by Chien (1975) and-Guyton ~nd Richardson (1961) •. 
Blood viscosity fs . only. a matter of concern under pathophysfologi-1 . . . 
ca 1 condf ti ons for humans. However, .research has been done on ma11111a 1s 
/ . ~ . . . 
that must ·endure cold temperatures ·regularly. In hibernators such as 
' 
. . 
the ground squirrel (Maclean, 1981), and in the extremities of polar 
anfmais such as s~als (Guard'and Murrish, 19JS) and reindeer (Halikas, 
1971), blood fs subjected .to .extreme cold. Although ·adaptations have 
. . I • . . 
been made .fn all· of the above-mentioned animals to minimize the effects 
• I 
. I . . . 
of cold on the blood, ·the viscosity of the·blood 1n these animals does · 
. . ~ .. 
J.ncrease greatly. · Fctr non-~fbernator:s, most of t~e 'blood ,volume 1s 
. ' '• . ·. . •· . . . 
. 
kept_ near the co·re of the. ant mal, so t s at normal temperature. The 
. \ 
'· 










hibernators tolerate the refrigeration of the entire circulatory 
system. The blood components of ground squirrels have adapted so_as 
not to be as temperature sens~tive as those of non-hibernating rodents 
(Maclean, 1981). 
_Fish are poikilotherms that are able to l've through significant 
. . 
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._seasonal and acute temperature changes. In polar and cold temper~te .. 
. - . 
f1s~es, .extreme cold predictably _dictates highly viscous blood, .and 
p I ' ' ~ ' I 
reduced cardiac ou~p~t (or 'blood flow rat~) at the. same time. It fs 
obvious that ffsh · li~e the wfnter .flounder survive these highly viscous 
conditions in their blood year after year. The manner of that survival 
\ 
. 
1s not _ apparent. Perhaps they are like· the m~Pillalfan hibernators a_nd 
posse~s blood constituents that have adapted to t~e physf cal envf.ron-
ment, having blood viscosity which. show only mf_~~~- ·iemperature depen-
. . 
dence. It is also possfbl~ that there are_ very great changes. fn blood 
' ' . I . 
viscosity' related to temparature which will in turn de~and tompensatory 
' ~ .. 
changes in th~ respiratory and cardiovascular systems, in order to 
. . . 
facilitate oxygen uptake and deliver~ in ~he animal. Only after the 
bas·ic rheological properties of the blood are described, and compar~d 
with those of other animals aJso faced wtth physical challenges ... _can 
these _Possibflfties be discussed f.~ \ull, and some ~eneral conclusions 
' . . 
made. 
' ' Some work has .already _been done on the viscosity of fish blood. 
' . . 
-Hemmingsen and Douglas (1972), us1ng.a glass tube viscometer, found the 
· viscosity of blood.of hemoglobinless Antarctic ffsh to be very 
t~mperature depende-~t betwee_n ~o and 10°C. . Cameron and. Davis (1970) 
i~vestfgated the ·relative v·fscosfty of blood from rainbow trout' at · 
. \ ' ' -- . . 
• ' il -. 
. ·- . . . • . . -.  ,.·-.. ·.·· __ · ..,·,. z·~.- ' .. ~: .. _.·_ .. ·~· .·.··-..  ·,·.·.,··. ·. -·  ,· .. · • ~· _ ( ._ 
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77 i . 
2o•c. H1111gan and Wood (1982) observe~ the relative blood viscosity 
of rainbow trout following exposure to acidified water at 14°C. Wood 
(1974) studied ~lood ~ressure-f~ow ·in the trout' br~nchfal system~ and 
·.· . 'measllred the reJat-ive viscosity, of blood and plasma at s•c·: . Blaxter, 
Wardle and Roberts (1971r measured re-lative viscosity of plasma from· 
• 4 • ·- • • ' 
. . . . . 
. deep sea fishes at·· 0°. 10°. and 20°C. and found. that temperature had .. 
l.. ' • ' 
·considerable influence. Blaxter et al. used a method known 'as the 
--
. ' •· . descending sphere te<;hnique, whereby the time taken for. ~ hard 
spherical ·opject to sink through a viscous fluid is recorded. 
. ~ . ' 
· ~ None of tt.e pr~cedi ng studies ·provide i nformatf on ~bout ·me 
. 
influencH of shear rate on blood viscosity, The object of this study 
fs to quantify some of the basic rheological properties· of bl~od of 
. '. .. ' 
winter flound~, including the ~ffects of. shear rate. · Where possible 
these results will be c~m~ared with findings from other -studies. 
lnformatfon on temperature influence on flow resistance of blood w11'1 
, be men~~ed agaf.n in a later chapt~r when the r'esul~s of da~a on 
. . 
oxygen ~namfcs betw~en water and blood at the gills of seasonally 
acclimatized flounders are discussed. If temperature fs found to 
. ' 
influence-blood viscosity to a large degree, the 'routing of blood 
D • • 
th,rough the vascul atur.e of the gf ll s may differ betw~en wf nter fish and 
' 
summer· .ffsh. That difference ·would be apparent in respiratory measure-
ments at the gills. 
· Finally, exper.iments were done to observe the effects of tempera-
. • l t" . ' • . • 
"ftt . • . • ' ... . tu~e on blood v1scosfty ~ in living tissues. · 
_'! . "' . . .. . : .• 
A short ,discus sf on· on. th~ operation of the c~oe-plate v.i'!lconteter 
' • •t t f • . . ... • ... 
· · - f s· wa~rantel. Thfs is ;- pred s"f on,-' instrument · th.at can ~e used on sma 1 J 
,. 
' . ~ '.) , - ··"' ~ .• ,I ' .. 
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by a v~riable-speed moto_r. The cone 1s brought into contact with the 
fluid _which has been_ placed. in a metal cup. The fluid resists the 
mov~ment_of the ~one. Howev~r~ once the speed is set, the motor 
provides .a constant movement of _ .th~ cone. The v1scosi.ty of the fl ,utd, 
. . . . .. ' ~ · ' ~j . 
or the· resistance to the rotatfon of the cone, ts measured by the · 
• ll ~ ' 
' : . : . - . ..;.::· 
torqu~on the.sprjng. The speed of rotation of the cone is directly. 
'\ - . . 
prop~rdonal to· the shear rate through the sample. ,_ I 
- · 4.2· Results , 
4.2.1 The effect of temperature and shear rate on viscosity 1 
. ' 
• • • The blood and plasma of the winter flounder are greatly affected 
. . " 
by temperature (Figure 13) and shear. rate (Figure 14). · Most· of the 
effect of temperature is demonstrated in -the -1° to 1~°C range. 
Viscosity· values of blood and plasma measured at 10°C show an increase 
of about ·four-fold ' over a temperature decrease to -l°C. Blood ·and 
plasma are shear rate dependent at all temperatures (Figure 14). The 
·lowest viscosity values occur at high shear rates-. V1scosity changes 
at shear rates greater than 23 s-1 are very small _for flounder 
blood and plasma. For flounder ·blood~t normal- Ht (22,), the viscosi ty 
. . . . 
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Figure 13. The effects of temperature on blood (Ht = 22.26"~·0.20%}, 
and plasma (total protefn = 4.32 + 0.12 g/100 ml) vis-
- - . 
cosfty of the winter flounder. n = 4 to 15 fish. Values 
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The ·effect of temperature and. s,hear rate on blood and. , · 
' - . 
. . 
plasma viscosity of the winter flounder • . Total protein 
concentration= 4.32 ~. 0.12 g/100 ml; average [Hb] =.4.93 ~. 
0.18 g/100 ml; average Ht = 22.26 !_ 0.20 "· Values are 
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4.2(2 viscosft,y of blood and plasma after alter,:ng plasma c~ntents 
, ~ J 
. - . 
I 
, 
. . . -.- { ' ' ' 
n _.·- Th-e following experiments - ~ere undertaken in order t~ 111~strate 
the importance of components 1n wi-nter, flounde·r plasma to ihe visco-sity 
"""· . •. . ' . ' 
of the -blood and plasma. Plasma protein concentration alters the 
. . -
v!§J:osity .. of the. plasma o.ver -~wide range of she~r rate~ (Figur'e 15). 
. . aowever, onlY ·'small changes in viscosity occur. ()~r the" norm~l- range of- . 
I - - , ' ' • ' • _' . ~ • • , f , ,. 
·-,~- - ~l~sma protei~ -~o~entrati~n~ (3.:..6 - ~/10.0 ml; ~letc~er •. -~975_ ) • . 
' . ,"\ . . . " ' 
. . The· b'l oo~ru~ 1s ~ess \tlsc~us. than the autolog·ous. p.~ma . (F1 gure 
. , , ' - . . . 
· 16). -·The Y:iscosf.,ty -~f - plasma arrd. serum -is shear rate ·dependent.- . Ttie 
- ~ . · ' · vis~osity- of a -r.bc-s~r~f!l miiure 1s .1 ·~; .than t~a~ of .a ·rbc~plas~" - -
_mixture (Ffgu.re,16h The dif-ference i.n visco~ity ·seen between· the 
plasma:and· ser~m·rbc mixtures was gre~ter- than the dffferenci-1n · 
·viscosity between pla~ma· and 'serum. 
. I. . J 
4.2.3 The effect of hematocrit on blood viscosity 1 • " 0 I 
The effect of dif'feren~ c~ricentraUons of red blood cells· on blood .· 
v~· wer~ tested .at v~r,us, temperatures •.. The resultS at_ ea~~ 
temperature ~_re qualitatively, $·1m1lar. Data for_ 0° and 15_°C. have been 
• ' · ( I , 
_ seleo.te~ to illustrate the r_elationships betwe~n temperature, I shear . · 
I 
-
rate, and Ht (Fi_gure 17). The vi ~cosity of w~ole blood at 11' per cent 
Ht 1s greater than plasma ·viscoSity at all temperatures. At:hfgher 
tempe~atures (>l0°C), tncreases ·f·n Ht (11 to 75'M -resulted ~n exponen-
• , I . 
' ' ' t1al increases in viscosity. At. lower-temp~ratures (<5°C), and shear 
I • ' ' \ ' 
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ti~~re 15. ·T.he rel~tfonshfp between ~,plasma ~osfty and total protein· 
_conc..entratf on for the winter flounder. A poo 1 ed plasma 
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Data from a·pooled flounder blood·sample\ (n 
. -- . . - \· . 
.. 
7) ' . = showing 
whole blood ("" ), cells and, serum (· Ll ), 'pla~a ( • ), and 
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Figure 17. T~~--~ffect of hematocrit on winter floun~er ~loo~ vi'scosity 
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· . . 
.. 
.. \ . . . . .. 
. at [J. and 15°C. Average· H.t and MCHC ar~ as foll _ows: 0~ 
' ' . ' I / 
(plasma), 11.5 a'nd 24~8; 2~.3 .. and 20.6; 43.l~a-nd 26._3; 75.'0 
. - . . 
and 25.7 •• Each line represents ·a different shear rate as 
~ indicated to the left~ Values are· means + s;.- n = 4 ~o~ 15 , 
fish. 
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11 to 40 per cent Ht range •. At ~~~igher. shear r~e and temperatures the 
._j t . . l 
v1scosf~ _values increased steadf)Y ove~ ~he 11-40 per. cent H~ ra_nge. 
/. . 4 ~ ' - .· 
/ ' . 
4.2.4 The importance of red blood cell aggregates to flounder bl~od 
viscosity 
' . 
· • Flounder red b \,ood ce 11 s were mf xed wf th p 1 asma fro!ll. ~h~ shorthorn. 
sculpin. -n1~ ~1scosi~y~~ the.· ~ixture ~as co~pilre~ ;ith results: fr~m 
• , ' ' I • • ' • 
· . .. ... . "'- Jl ' : • ' '. . :'1 
·readings on flounder ·and scu1'pin whole. bloo~ (FiQl!ra 18.). Shorthorn' .' 
.... , • • • P'lt ' • • ·· - .. • - • • 
·· scqlpif!s have· low bl.ood' visc~s.ity compared to flounder tt.3.5). _ 
< 
1 ·r 
Substitution ·of flounder plasma~wfth sculpin plasma in a mixtyre -
.. 
with flounder rbc's gives viscosity values i" ·the range of sculpin 
·- ~ . . " 
' whofe blood levels. At-0°C and a shear rate of,2~3 s-1, flounder 
r whole blo~d viscosity fs 91 cps, while· flounder plasma is 53 cps. The 
-dfffer~nce (91-53 = 38 cps)_' is due to the b_lood cells and blood ce_ll. 
aggregates. In the same experimental· conditions, the viscosity-of the 
. . . 
... 
flounder rbc~s-s_culpfn plasma mixture. is i3 - ~ps, and sculpin plasma is 
. . 
.. 
measured at ·s cps.- The difference (13-5 = 8 ~ps) 1s due to 1;he 





vfscostty of the flounder rbc~s and any aggregates. If the assumption / 10 . . . r • . • • 
. r/ is made that under ~hese experimental conditions flounder rbc's ·do ndt ~ I -
. I ' • • 
~ggre~ate, ·then 8-.c;ps (from the preceding .calculation) must be due to r 
. . . . . . .. 
the presence Qf individual fou~ijer rbc•s. Therefore, the contrfbuti~n 
of ':"«=' ~ggrega_tes to the total blood visCosity of: t.he flounder fs 3\8 
• 30 cps, or 33 per cent (30/91 = :o.33f~ · . 
L, 
·, 
' .. . . . 
: ·~--· ~ · •· • ' :..·~ . : / •. )- \~·1.·~.: .. r .. ~~ 
. . 
\ / \_ __ 
I ~ -·) -
.C. 
. .. 
. .. . . . .. , 
','1 '· •• ,~, ' ,.t/.,1 ' ' ' '• 1: 
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The· re·sults of visc;:osity e ee~~nts using sh~'rth.or.~ · 
\ ' ! •,. 
sculpin and,winter flounder blood mixtures. Results were 
'. . I -
obtained at 0° and .l5°C, 'and at various shear rates •.. 
. . 
Flounder l o) and sho~tho~n sculpin (el plasma vfsca.,siiy 
are in upper p'~nels. Fl_o
1
under ( ~::.) a~d shorthorn sculpin 
-..J ( • ) autolqgous ,whole l>lopd viscosity are in lower 
I 
_ d~agrams; Mf~ = flounder\ cell: and shorthor~ sculpin 
plasma. Ht's\were: flounder= 19.0%; sculpin= 16.8%; and 
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The in situ viscosity experiments employed.livfng tfssue~s a flow 
. . --- . 
\ t t ~ . 
through vfscome~e~ •• _The ~ults. ~an be used · t~ -~~tfmat~_flow resis- · 
tance·and vfsc.osity ~within the&bod.Y'vasculat\rre. · ~ 
' -
- ' -The:·fiow .of. sa11ne·ttJrough vasculature cond1t1oned.to .. lQ°C has the 
. . .... (' . . . 
. -· ·•f. r' : . . 
sanie ·pressure-flOW r~~f"onshfpS -·aS saline through vasculature con-
!. • . . • . • 
~ . \ . . --.. - . 
dit1oned to 0.6°C. (Figures 19 and 20). However; at any gjven aressure, 
the flow rate of blood .through,1/asc~l~tu~e c~n~itioned to lo~ tempera-
. • I . 
ture- is gr~~teCtha\n 'the 'flow/ rate ..... ttirough vasculature conditione~ to 
~ . . . I . ~ , 
I hfgh temperat~re. Jhe'se_ tfnd: of the saline and blood are f~rther .__:_ 
. supported by cal'culations :'of resistance (Figure 21). 
From in.!!.!!!, estfm~~es of ,vfscosfty, average shear rates .can be 
- . / \ 
interpolated from fin~ings on~ Vitro viscosity· (using Fig~re 14}. At 
• ; ' . i ·~ . ---
. ~ --
l00C and at 40 cmH20 flow pressure {6P), the average·vascular shear 
. . . 
. rate is 10 s-1. / t ·ooc, but 10therwi's~ sf!"f.lar conditf~ns, th~ 
shear rate fs ~0 s-1. These shefr rate~ would produce an average 
bl oo·~ vf.scos~~ of about 10 cps at 0° a~d l0°C. , -
I 
4. 3 Di so~ssi on 
/ 
I 
4. 3Ji Genera 1 ) ~ ~t. . 
Te_mpe~~ture•affects the· viscosity of a11 1flu1ds. Blood is a 
· complex fluid which has non-New.ton1a\ flow characte.r1st1c.s. Because 
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·,Figure '19. J.h situ press~r~-flow _r~sults for blood ( •) an.d salfn~. ·.;...- -
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( o) ~erf~sfons at 0.6°C in the-winter floun~er • .!r?.!91 s 
are the individual results from 11 separate perfusions. 
\ : . . . 
Regressfo~ lfne·s we~e: blOj} inflow pressure = 46.25 (Fs~ + 
' 4 , 0 
13·.91: (r = 0.87); and saline inflow .. pressure-= 28.79 (Fs'} + 
10.59 (r = 0.94). 
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- ~ l , 
l!!. situ pressure·- flow · _results. for blobd ( • l and sa1fne 
·-~ . ~ 
.;( 6) perfu.s.fons a·t 10°C ·fn the winter f1.ouhder. Symhols 
. . • . .. 
ar'e . thi_~di~i_ju_a_l __ results . ~f 13 .separat_e perftis~ .o~s. : 
. :Re.gressfon lines 'were:· blood 'inflow p-re~ sure = 43.27· ··;(Fs) 
0 ' • !. ,. . ' 
. +-.22.74.(r = ·o.'aH~·and salfne·-fnflow pressu~e:= 25.io (F~) 
-- . 
.. 
. . . 
+ 13.26 (r = 0.86). 
/ 
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Figure 21. In s1tu f·low resf stance for blood (..:._, ... and SC~-11ne ( ----) 
.--
at 10°C. Cel and 1l.6°C .CQ·). ' Values are calculate(f 
. . 1 . 
. .,. 
· average-s !. S,E. n = 13 for· l0°C exper'iments and 11 fpr 
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ra~e.Js directly proportional to she~r rate (Chien et a-1., 1971; Wells 
- ·-.. 
and Merrill, 1961). Thi's section discusses . the characteristics of 
temperature influence on ~he .!!l vitro vi scostty of flounder bf~od, an( 
goes _on to 1rivestfgate the importance.of various blood compoAents to 
If ~ • • \1 
the viscosity of whole blood. Finally, the 1mpl ications of these 
findings are dhcuss~d fn relation to their effects on the physiology 
of th~ seasonally acclfmati zed winter flounder. 
. ' "' ' . 
.. ·· ~ '\. 
4.3.2 The ·effects of shear rate on blood viscosity 
- · . -
In general, low (low velocities result in reduced cell deforma-
tion, 1ncrease.d .. cel i aggregation, ~nd increased ~ A~ flow 
increases, cell aggregation h reduced-whtl~ cell deformation 
. . 
increases, ·resulting 1-n reduced.v1scbs1ty. The aggregation of rbc's 
occurring under low flow conditions is due to. the brfdgi ng effect of 
I 
large plasma proteins adsorbed to the rbc· surfaces (Chi~n, 1975). 
-:-- - ."., 
Wfnt~r flounder' plasma, in. the absence.of rbc's, also has 
viscosity 'values wh1 ch are shear rate dependent, especia 11.y' a't low 
' - . 
. ' 
--temperatures. Plasma shear rate dependency has been observed under 
•• I 
hyp~the~fc condftfons .in the· leopard seal (Guard and Murr.ish, 1975}, 
· and the · ~efndeer (Halikas, 19-71). The .ratfo of plasma viscosity to 
whole blood viscosity frt-the wfnter flounder fs the same over a broad 
.. 0 ,· 
range Qf temperatures and shear rates. These-rati-os indicate that 
plasma accounts for up to 50 per c~nt of the viscosity of whole blood 
-
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' Jl as!'la viscosity fn humans is pr1mar.1ly a function of protein 
' 
co.ncentratfon, particularly the albumins and globulins (Lawrence, 
1950). The lfpi ds .and cholesterols were found to be less important · 
(Larcan, -Streiff, Peters~· and .Genetet, 1965). When the total concen-
. . 
tration of plasma protein fs altered in samples from the w'fnter 
. 
\ flounder, only small alte~tions fn v1scos1.ty are app·arent (see Figure 
. . 
. :.-- . 




fs selectively removed (see Figure 16). fibrinogen also 1.s a factor in 
. . \ . . . . . . 
.. . _ .... 
tlie aggregate ; formation, therefore · ff br.f nogen makes a contrf bu ti on to . ~ 
... 
. ~ 
vf scosfty. Red blood cell aggrega~es are responsfbl e for up to 33 per 
cent of the tota 1 blood vi scos i ty in the wf nter flounder • 
. 
\ 
4.3.4 The· effect of red blood cell concentration on viscosity _ 
)u~fes on manmalfan. blood fndfcat~ " that; the 1Jc~eases In 
v~sc;os1ty which accompany increases fn Ht; up t~·· a ~ormal value (about 
4 5 ·per cent I, .,..( du; to the 1 nteractf on b~tween rb~; s an~ p 1 a sma 
prote~ns ., and the· fluid properties of_'l:he rb~'s fc fen, 1975; 
Dintenfass, 1971). The lack 'of af' increase fn vi cosfty values for 
' f~ounder at low temperatur.~ and shear rates over the 11';'40 . per cent Ht 
range was not apparent in other species (Chien, sam1, Dae11enback, and 
• 
Bryant, 1971; Hal ikas, 197~ ). By fncreasfng,~th rbc concentration 1 n a 
$ample, the volume of plasma decreases. for 50 
I 
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0 
per cent of the blood viscos 1 ty on its ~~n, and then contributes 
-- . ' 
further by its ability to aggregate cells. The addition of cells 
(increased Ht) would tend to increase viscosity while the displacement ~~""' 
I 
' -
of plasma and the plasmas ab~1 .1ty to' create aggregates'would tend to 
decrease viscosity. In the Ht rAnge ~f-ll-40t. and under low tempera-
.. 
ture and flow conditions. these two tendencies seem to balance until Ht 
. ' goes ·above 40~. At Ht's above 40%, the rbc•s .become concentrated 
I -
enough for. frequent 1 nteractf on _with each other (crowding) , causing . _, ' 
high viscosity values. Viscosity increases sharply .upon further .• 
ad~ftion of rbc•s ·above a,-,Ht of 40t. ,. 
Ano~her possibf li ty ·may explain the flounder viscosity results 
' 7 ' 
with changing Ht. ~t appro~fmately 10 per cent Ht, near maximum ~ell 
·aggregat~on may occur. This means that an aggregating-,, asma proteins 
( .. ~- -
• I 
-·are fn use. Further addition of rbc's caus·es no further increases- in 
v_hcosity untf1 the· crowding of rbc' s a.t very high Ht values. 
Red blood cells are normally highly deformable, a characteristic' 
~ . ,, . 
, .. -
. . 
whfch is essential. to circulation through the_capplarfes (Schmid-· 
. ' -
Schonbein, 1976; Prothero and Burton, 1962). The cell membranes .and the 
, . I 
viscosity of the cytoplasm contribute to rbc deformab111ty. · Win-t;er 
. ' 
' . 
acclimatized ffsh. used fn th-ese studies on viscosity. tend to have 
fatty acids fn the cell membranes that_ are more unsatura~ed (Hochachk' 
and Somero, 1911; Kuiper, Lfvne, and Meyers'tefn, 1971). A larger 
amount of unsaturaied fatty acf ds would all ow a· greater degree of cell 
' . 
membrane f,lex1b111ty. The rbc membranes of winter acclfmattzed· -
flounder may be ·,more flexible than those of suR111er ffsh. , I 
Q ,: • 
.. . . : .. •
-' : ~'~'I~, ~ ~~~,:: ,._.L ~~-.'::' ! •. ~·:·• • \ ·,. . ' ... . . ~. ' 







4.3.5. Physio1og1c~l fmp11cat1ons of v1~cosfty to ·seasonally 
acclimatf~d ffsh 
A number of po1~1lotherms demons~rate seasonaf phys1olog1.ca1 
~ ~ alterations that would help to offset thermally induced changes in 
.·· ~. _ ~.fscosfty· •. The igua~fd · Hz~rd has Ht-d~penderit blood viscosity, and 
\ ------'on~oes decre~sing Ht with accl fmation to .lower temperatur.es 
, 
· (Macl e~e._ and Wft~~rs, 1975; Snyder. 197i). Some hi bernatf ng , 
. . 
rodents have low viscosity blood due to more ·flexible rbc ·memb_ranes, 
' ' 
' a~d' -P 1 asma -characteristics . that mi nimfze aggregati Qn ·at 1 ow' f1 ow rates 
. . 
· ~(Maclean, 1981)! 
• 
·_;_J Th_e b}.ood viscosity of two sculpin species (Myoxocephalus scorpius 
'itnd M:yoxocephalus octodecemspinosus), arid the Arctic char (Salveli.nus 
'\) . 
al~i nus} is much 1 ess than that of winter flounder (Graham a'!_d __ _ 
Fletcher~ 1985; Graham, Fletcher, an~ Haedr1ch, 1985). The blood 
. 
,, _ viscosity of the Arctic char wa.s not even temperature d~pende~t 
(Graham, F1 etcher~ and Haedri ch, 1985). The main difference between 
. ' 
scu 1 p;f n and . flounder b 1 ood vfscos 1 ty is the ro 1 e of p 1 as rna, and. its 
. . 
· interact1qn with rbc • s (Graham· and Fletcher, 1985). Since blood 
viscosity ts· a major determinant ' of blood flow. resfs,tance. low blood 
. ) 
viscosity should confer a circulatory-advantage in cold water species. 
. . 
Myoxocepha'lus spp. are believed to ha.ve their o"rigfn in the Arctic 
• 
·!Cowan, 1972), 'tHerefore circulatory ada·p_tatfons to low temperatures 
are· expected. tn ·contrast. the winter f-lounder is more temperate in 
its df strf butf on, w1 th Newfoundland approachf ng the northern ,11'm1 t of 
. fts range (Lefm and Scott, 1966). Most populations of winter . flounder 
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. - ') . -
therefore inhabit waters· warmer than those inhabited by sculpins (Van 
Guel phf n and Davis, 1979;. McCra,cken; 1~63). 
It 1.s apparent from in vitro results that the winter flounder is 
. -
face4 with greatly increased blood viscosity d~ring exposure to low 
temperatures. Such high va 1 ues may a 1 so be the case l!!. vivo, because 
.. ' 
. ' 
reduced rates of--blood flow during the' wfnte_r (e.g. Cech et.!.l.., 1976) 
~ I 
would decrease shear ratei thus promoting higher viscosity. The . 
- . . . . 
-- ·'' 
apparent stash in btood .viscosity over the 1o..:·4o ~e~ cent~ ~t range ~ay 
· be fu9ctf_onally sfgnfff~ant to the· winter f~ounder. · Unlike many other 
. . . . 
f~sh species, the H.t .of winter fOU!1der increases during the winter • 
. 
The stasis fn blood viscosity" allows for an increased capacity of 'the 
blood to carry oxygen, without concomitant changes in ~heology. 
J, 
4.3.6 Aspects of 1n situ . blood v.fsco~ty.-
Results from~ vitro tests suggest large·dffferences in bl ood 
viscosity values due to temperature influences • . However, the results 
·.z_, 
. . 
···of blood flow resistance in situ .suggest -that the average viscosity of 
blo.od in the wfrlte~ · flounder-::-cula~ hed' 1s approximately equa.l at all . 
"" ~emperatures. 'That indicates the possibility of homeovfscous control 
' . 
through alteration~ in .the flow path of blood. A review of some 
pertinent information will be useful - be~OtiP the ~low alterations are 
described. · · Needleman and Johnson (1980) found papaverine to be a 
I . 
. ' 
pow!rful .smooth ~scle dilator, so all of the vessels fn each· .!!!. situ 
wf nter flounder preparatf on 1 s expected to be fully perfused. The 
pressure flow relationships for saline are the same in high and low 
~f.'l;t.~: I •;:'•J;~ ! .. ·~}I · ~ ,.. , :;;• -:- J • : j >: : . ~ c 0 l o • I , ' J· ' •, • ,'; ! o • a'-' • ' I 
.. ~ 
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. . . 
temperature preparations. Therefore, during perfusion with saltne, a. 
Newtoni.an fluidr5-.0.6_.cps at 0°C, and 3.74 cps at l0°Cl, theJ!l~ 
vasculature is functi~ally the same at ei~her experimental tempera-
. ture.. Ff nally, it' is known that at any shear rate, · the viscosity of 
blood at a low temperature is always greater than that of warmer 
blood. ·, 
105 
Since the ovasc~lature in. the h1 1ph and l.ow temperature. preparations 
I . ~ 
is funct1 onaJ 1~ the same, the pressuxe-flow difference dur1 ng blood 
- - 1 . 
• • i ~ . perfusion must have been due to differences .in blood vfscosft~~The 
• I . 
. increased viscosity of low te~peratu~e blood would create a greater 
it'flow through larger, low resistance v'essels. The result is a greater 
net'fl.ow rate ·from the cold preparatio_ns at any given perf1.1sion ,. 
"> pr.essu·re. ·This effect of temperature on blood flow may have important 
. . 
physiological i~plications. Viscosity may limit ·the perfusion rate of 
the highly resistant vessels of the secon~ary lamellae of the gills 
during low temperatures, hfnd@rfng oxygen transf.er. This limitation 
may be accompanied by cfr~ features that act to help maintain 
oxygen uptake from the water. The possible reasons for the uncomm~ 
.-
. . 
hematological findings for the winter flounder pointed out ~.n Chapter 3 
. 
may become clear when the trends fn seasonal oxygen u~take at the gill 
_. 
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.The results of this chapter will appear in published form 
, in the Journal of Experimental Biology, in a paper by M.S. Graham 
and A.~~arrell entitled, 11-The seasonal. ~~trinstc car~i.ac 
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The experiments descr:fbed -in this ~~cti on .wer~ ~erformed on 'the 
sea raven due ~o the technical d1fficu1 ties of rea.ch'!ng the winter 
flounder h~art ~- Cardiac preparation of the sea raven has b~en 
done before (Farrell, 1984; Farrell et al., 1-982). 
In th~ s chapter, the fu'nctfon · o-;-the sea raven· heart . dti ng 
seasonal change will be described. The sea raven (Hem1tripterus 
'--' 
amerfcanus) fs a bottom-dwelling fish that lives fn 'seasonal conditions 
'similar to those for the wfitter flounder. There are also indications 
., 
that the sea raven has similar feeding, hap1ts to the winter flounder. 
,._ --- :·~ -· 
As described in 5.3.i, the sea raven feeds poorly, if at all, ~uring 
the w·1nter. Winter fTounder also do n~ feed during the winter ·(see 
2 .1_:1). These consfderattg_ns 1 ea~ to the assumption that the standard 
oxygen de'mand for the riounder and the sea raven will be s imfl ar. The 
biological and environmental similarities of the sea raven to the 
. winter flounder pennft some general conclusions on heart ,performance 1f,l 
_ ... --
---the sea raven befng ·applfed to the winter. flounder. A better under-
' , . . 
s tar1d1 ng of heart per.formance will contribute, in turri, to an under~ 
< 
\ standing of ~easonal oxygen uptake an~ -~eli very in t~ f~ounder • 
- ' 'j 
The p-r(ev1ous ·two chapters . deal wf th seasom~l aspects of c1rcqla- . . · 
"P. 
tory physiology fn the winter flounder. Tbe hema~logy, Hb ~unction, 
I 
· .. 
. . . ' . . -' .. • ' ... 
. ":<: · :~:,: , : 
· .. _ 
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' 
and resistance to blood flow were altered s1gn1fican~ly by temperature. -
Thf s chapter 1 n~es ti gates the season a 1 contractile abil f ty of the heart 
muscle.~ 
Extrinsic lacto·rs, such as neural and humoral substances. have 
• 
· bee·n finplicated fn fn9trc>pic and chronotropic . control of cardiac 
'{uncti~n. Chol-inergic ·input __ 'f-s...of prime i-fmportance. in control of !H · . 
... (l~urent-_.: H~lm~re~. ~and Nfls~on, ~~~3; ~-annon a~ock, . l969); . 
' . 
'whi·le adrene~g:fc faf.f'o,rs ~lter the inotropic' state· orthe h~a-rt, and 
can ·ex~rt. · an excf-ta.tory .infl.u.~nce on ftt (Holmgren, 1977; Randall, .. _ - - __,.-
. . . . . ...  
. 1970; Gannon and Burnstock, 1969}. The felat.fve importance of 
.. ad~energic and cholinergic cardiac control· is al~o affected by e~viron~ 
' 
mental temperatu-res (Se-ibert, 1979; Wood. Pieprzak, and Trott, 1979; 
. . " 
Prie~e, 1974). 
, ~ Aside/rom . . the· extrfnsf.c contro_l factors, infl ue~ces dependent 
upon 1ntr~~llular charact.er1st1cs".(1.e. intrinsic) are evident. For 
. ', " . . -
example, SVH _can un·dergo marked alteration wfth small. changes 'f.n 
( . . . .. ' 
inflow pressure to t'he heart (the Starling ('esponse) (Stuart, Hedtke~ 
. ~ 
. . I • • 
and Weber, 1983; Farrell, Macleod. Dri~dzic, and Wood. 1983; Farrell _ll 
•, 
al •• 1982; Randall, 1970; Johansen. 1962). Also. the heart can . 
generate greater pressures when outflow res1 stance ·1 ncreases 'whfl e 
. .. 
ma.intainf ng Vb (homeometric-r~gulati_on; Farrell, 1984). 
. . 
The c"'~onotropfc effect of temperature f s easily· recognized 1 n 
. . ~ ntact ff sh.· ~o~ever, ~he · precis·~ 1mpa~t on the heart is complica~ed 
. . 
by extrfnsfc factors. ·. As animals-acc}fmate -to different temperatures , 
. .. .. 
• I I o 
' , . 
a number of. ~ell meinbrart~· and 1 ntracell ular adjustmF.:nts take place 
(Hazel and· P'rosser, 1974; Prosser, i9sa). It 1s likely tfl.at cell_ui ar 
'· 
. , J • 
f 
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alterations occurring in cardi-ac tissue ~uring acclimation. <Will affect 
~ 
muscle ~ontractfl 1 ty~ The ·ch~n-ges_, ff present,- may. provide different 
contract11 e r.esponse~ 'than those ~een during acute tempera1;ure . 
. 
alterations~ 
Inflow pressu~e to th~ heaw:t an(_1emperature ·were the· two experf-
.~~a l parameters used .i -n the pres'ent study to :i nvesti g~e . the 1 ntr1 n-
. sf~ ·state of the ~ish heart. · rhe.investig'ation qua~tfff~s· . .- the ~irect 
: ' I I 
108 
. effe~t~ of acute temperatun~ changes on .!!!,·situ h·eart pr.ep~r~·uo'ns f.ro~ 
' . 
winter and su1m1er fiSh. Fish taken ·during the winter. and during the . 
. .. - . --
., suminer were used to assess th~ .maximum-SVH ·influenced by inflow 




The effect of temperature pn=!!ea,.t rate 
I 
\) . 
.. , . . 
, 
l 
_i uring-surgical preparation, nerves ~upplyfng the heart of the--sea __., 
~- . 
raven were severed, thus fH became dependent. upon the- ·sino-atrial 
' 'J ... ~ . . . ,. 
pacemaker (Fafrell . et!l..,_ 1982). ~ Since fH was ·stable under control 
q • • 
conditions, any change f n response to a., t~ratf ons. f n temperature was 
' ' 
' 1nterprete.d as a variation in the intrinsic fH rate. ·The effec~s of' 
acu1(.~ temperature change on fH are shown~"fn Ff gure 22. After: ·rapid 
coo 11 ng to 4 .1 °C, the heart t1 ssues of the summer ff sh had an average 
I t ' .-
fH of 34 mi n-1. · ·The average wi nte~ va 1 ue was 23 m1 n-1 (at 
3.4°C·). RaP,'fd warming of the: heat.t tissues of winter fish to 13.6°C 
-
created fH values that were not significantly different from the 
L-~ . . 
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• • 0 ~ .... 
·{he effect 'of _temper,ature· ~nd inflow p~essure on heart rate 
(fH) for ~inter (•) and summer ~CO) ·.acclimatized_ ~sea 
~ravens. ~.n l~we·r cUagr~ c..:...) was low. temperature .. 
. . . ·.· . ' . ·. . 
exper1 ment~ . ~nd ( ~-~~-l was. high tempt!r.atu re: e~perf ments. 
... . 
Values ar~ m~a~s .:!:. SL ·. 
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.average fH values of fish acclimatized to summer co'nditions. 
5.2.2 The .effect of temperature on aspects of se·asonal cardiac output 
Under conditions of,low inflow pressure, the cardiac output of 
sunmer fiSh is always grea.ter than that of wfnter fiSh (Figur~ 23). 
The alterations in Vb during acute temper~ture change are para.11e1 in 
• • I r 
. ' 
. . 
the summer ~ish and winter fish. When summer and winter fish, Vb 
values are compar~d at sfnrf.lar .low fnflow pressures and temperatures, 
no signfficant .dffference fs ap_parent (Figure 23). 
. . 
. Whfle fH i _s.cr~i--ectly related to ~temperature. (Figure 22), SVH 
- o I t ' I f 
is inversely related (Figur~· 24).- · The seasonal winter fish therefore, : 
_have the 9r:E!.~St SVH va 1 ues • while the seasona 1 su~er fish have the 
lowest. A sltght increase '?ccurs in t"he average1 SVH during 'acute 
cooling of summer ·fish. Summer fish at low temperature have 
. . 
signiffcantly lower SVH values than tllose for seasonal winter ffsh. 
~ When winter fish are exposed to warm water. a l~rge decrease occurs fn 
SVH. Winte~ fish acutely exposed to high temperatures show SVH 
values that~are not significantly differe~t from average SVH values 
'It ' 
. for seasonal summer fish. 
' . 
5.2.3. The effect of inflow pressure on seasonal cardfac performance 
I 
'Jl 
Alterat1on·s fn inflow pressure to the hea.rt changes ~VH values •.. 
. --
They increase with tncreases in inflow pressure under all seasonal and 
' \ ~ ' 
•. 
. , 





:.'ii' \ • 
. .. 
, . 
Figure 23. The effects of temperature and inflow pressure on cardiac 
1 • 
output (Vb) for wi.nter <ef and . su11111~·r (Q).acclfmat1zed 
sea ravens. In 'lower diagram.(-} was low 'temperature 
experiments and(..:-- ) was h1gh temperature experiments. 
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Figure ?4. The effects of temperat~re and inflow· pressure on the 
• 
stroke volum~·of · the heart (SVH) for winter (tt} and 
su11111er (Q.) acclimatized sea ravent.· In lower d1agr\m 
(-) was .1 ow temperature experiments and ( ---) was high , 
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experimental temperature conditions {Figure 24). The magnitude of 
SVH change ~s greater in summer fish than in-winter fish at high 
(13.3°C) and low (4.1°C) experimental temperatures. The total SVH 
\... 
change requires a much smaller alteration in inflow /ressu~e_in summer 
fish. 
fower (Figure 25) and Vb data at higher infl-ow pressu're reflect 
the ~1 gher SVH values/ of se~sonally -acc11mat1z_ed fish.· The Vb . 
values for winter fish:-were·: significantly lower during conditions of 
high inflow. pressure. The Vb changes due to the effects of inflow 
pressure are a function of SVH, since fH is not affected (Figure 
\ 
I 22). 
5.2-.4 Aspects · of contractility in seasonally acclimatized fish 
. 
In this study a Starling response (measure of contractility) is . 
regarded as an increase in SVH per un1t inflow pressure, per unit 
. .. 
ventricular mass (Figure 26). The Starling response of summer ffsh was 
considerably greater than that of winter fish at both experimental 
. -
temperatures. The maximum contractility of· summer fish heart muscle 
' 
was about five times greater than tWat of winter fish. 
5.3: Discussion 
' 5.3.1 Seasonal changes in cardiac muscle perfarmance 
.•.·· 
Summer and winter fish have the· ability to increase·Vb by 
... 
--..... ' I ,--,.._ 
\ 
. . 







. _ __/ 
Figure 25. The effects of temperature and inflow pressure on power 
. . . r 
output of the heart for. winter {tt} and summer(()) accli-
\ 
matized sea ravens. In lower diagram {---) was low 
,. 
t~mperature experiments and {---) was high temperature 
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winter and summer acclimatized sea ravens. Symbols are 
means~ SE, and n is placed near each symbol. 
su~m~er acclimatized fish and c .• ) = wJQ*''g '{§h. 
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chrono~ropi~ and f~otropic means. The seasonal differences fn the 
Starling response indicate that the inotropy of the heart varies. The 
.\ inotropic siat~ of the summer ffsh heart s~ows a broad range 1n adjust-
~ent of contrattilfty fn response to temperature change. Summer fish 
. . 
heart muscle i~ also more sensiti~e to changes in inflow pressure. It 
the~efore appears that summer· fish are ~ore capable .of m~eting blood 
" . ,. . 
·flow requfrements dur.f ng condf tf ons of changihg demands fo~:i_oxygen •. 
. ' "· .,. . \.....- · . 
Observatfons ,.on intrinsic fH point to different temperature $en-
. . . , ' . 
· .. 
sitfvfty during different seasons; summer ffsH show les~ ~ensftfvity. \ 
This may have adap_tiv~· significance, as, for example, a summer fish 
. . 
being abl~ to maintain a high fH when moving fnto colder water. 
When inshore water cools, often to near-f.reez1ng temperatures, the 
' . . . . ~ ' . 
' 1_sea raven may move fnto deeper water (as deep as 192 m; Bigelow and 
., . . . . 
'Schroed~r, 1953), althou·gh there is no. conclus1Ye evidence. The sea 
ra·ven has been known~ . however, to overwinter in .the near-freezing 
shallows around ·t~ Magdalen islands f n the Gulf of St. Lawrenc~ 
Winter temperatures dep·ress metabo if c act1 vi ty. . From casu at 
observatfon.s o.f winter ffsh, greatly reduced 1 fver size was apparent, 
. . . ... 
1nd1cating ,the likelihood of ltmtted feeding at ' thfs time of year. The 
nutritive status of th~ winter fish can only be spec~latfve w1thout 
more biological data; If feeding is limited during the winter, produc-
t~~·~· of t\igh-e~ergy ~O!"pounds necessary to .fuel contractf on of the 
heart mu~cle m~ · be ~ffected. This may limit any circulatory compensa-
ti'ons mad~ for seasonal t~mpera~ure changes. Howeve'r, ff ·feedfng·and 
swfnmtng are# dtmtnish~d 'in wtnter, then seasonal compensation .tn 
\ ( . . ' 
_ . cf r.cul a tory 'perfo':""anc~ would not be nec·essary • . ConverseJy, . f n sunmer, 
• 
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the heart of the summer fish undergdes positive inotropic· and chrono-
, ' ' 
tropic alterations, effectiv\ly productngvei;;ated vb even when 
"------,---/ . 
confronted b,x :t ntermi ttei'rt cold temperatures. 
- Despite th~ fact that the sea raven heart exhibits little compen-
·sation_ for· se~sonal temperature change, 1t appears · that intrinsic heart 
performan~e is suited for the oxygen demands of the f1sb. · 
A d~finftfve comparison between hea~t contractility in the.sea 
• ' ' \o • I ' • , 
raven and the winter flounder is not possible until more information 1..s 
known. ~6wever, some comparisons can be made between the sp~cies. The 
w,i nter flounder, a 1 so a bottom ~e-1 ~ er, does not feed duri n·g the winter 
months. Swimming activity is also reduced during the cold mon\ns· The 
sfmflarfties in temperatures to which the tWo species are exposed, and 
- . 
the feeding and swimming hab1 ts of the two species 1 n cold temp'er.a-
• 
I 
· t~res, wo~ld tend to lead to similar shif~s~in seasonal oxygen demand. 
Since ·heart performaQce generally can be related to overall demand for 
( ' " 
oxygen,_ ft is· conceivable that wi-nter flounder also undergo similar 
., 
changes in cardiac contra1:tflfty related to ·season. 
" 
~ ' 5.3 .2 General ·remarks on heart performance 
It fs known from previous studies on intact winter flo~nder that 
~ . ' c~rdiac output in the resting fisrr is greatly re~uced in cold tempera-
tures ... (50C) (Cech !1.!1.·, 1976) • . Tbe present research on the sea raven 
' -
also· suggests tha~ the fntrfn~1 c potential to increase blood flow 1s 
. . . 
much reduced in winter acc"lfmatfzed fish. o A combination of decreased 
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& would" tend to ·Jnhibit " oxy~en trans.fer at" the gills • . It will be 
• . .. J 
interesting tp constier the oxygen upt~k~ at the.g111s ~f the winter 
. "', . . ' 
flounder· (v 02) in view ot the hematolog:tcal, respiratory, and cardio-
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SEASONAL RESPIRATORY PERFORMANCE 
. 6.1 Introduction 
• 
The previous ch~pte_rs describe t~e e,ffects of temperature and 
' I ' r 
seasonal ..changes on portions of the .respiratory and circulatory systems· 
. ' . . 
. 
of the winter ·flounden and sea raven. In this chapter, using findings 
. .. · . . . . A 
di scu.ssed 1 ri the prev.i ous chap~ers, an attempt is .ma,de to exp 1 ai n _the 
I -
seasonal physiology· of the winter fl'ounder. -This discussion is there-
~ , 
fore meant .to be both ·an interpretation and a summ~ry of this research 
. ' .. 
on. t~is species. - The flounder isQemphasized ~cause most of the.· 
-~esearch ·was done on that species •. Indeed, all of the wor.k would· have 
,-
been done· with the winter flounder, ff technical difficulties were not 
. . . . . .. 
present.' However·8 the sea raven was ,used to 1 nvest1 gate the effects of 
season and temperature upon· heart performance (see' Chapter 5).. A 
• I ~ ' ' 
\. •O 
nu_mber of biolog1_cal considerations were made in comparing the flounder 
- . • ' ' ~nd the ~ea : rav~n _(5.3.1) .' It was concluded on that_ preliminary b~s1s 
t~at sea raveh ··~ardiac .performance wou' d .likely be 'sim11 ar to that of 
·. " \ . ' . 
. .. . ' --
.the winter flounder. On ·the~e grou~ds some ot .the findings. for the sea 
\ . . 
raven wf·\1 be' us~d in the intePpret~tton of .season.a-1 oxygen · uptake and 
\ . . ' 
\ ' 4e11very 1n ~he ·winter flounder. 
' . . i 
In thf,s seritfon ·the o~gen dynamics .between the water aod the 
' It ' ' 
~ blood are' f"n.ve.~tfgated: . Measure~n~s ,of oxygen uptake are useful. and 
. . . · ... I . . 
refl~ct .the ·_ a~robic' ~~abo11c needs 'lt the fish. Oxygen uptake at the 
,. 
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gills fs dependent on the convective properties of the water and blood, 
."" • \ • 11 • 
the amounts of oxygen present in the fluids, the distance that oxygen 
. from the water travels ·in diffusing to the blood (c:li.Uusion distance), 
the surface area of the exch'imge s 1 te, and the abilf ty of the blood to 
. . 
bind and store oxygen. Seasonal changes fn blood physiology (including 
the function and quantity of the blood components, and the flow · 
. ~ 
.. . . . 
characteristics of the blood) contribute toward seasonal -differences in 
the oxyg~n uptake at the gills. The contribution~ of the individual 
• 
components have been df~oussed in previous ~~ctfons. . In the previous 
' 
· fhapters ft was shown that temperature was responsible for much of the 
~.. 11 
seasonal change fn blood physiol-ogy. In this chapter, many compo.rients 
. . 
of the ventilatory and circulatory system are considere~ together. In 
observing the characteristics of oxygen uptake at the gills during · 
different seasons, along·wfth some of the circulatory and vent~latory 
parameters during thos·e periods, a better understanding of the inter-
action of physiological components is gained. 
The literatu-re ori' hematological changes due to. seasonal changes 
poin~s t~ differences even within fish species. In most .cases, rises 
· --- fn temperature result in increases -in [Hb] (Houston ··and Smeda, 1979; 
f~ -
l ~ . ~\ . 
':t~' : : . . ~ 
·' 
Cameron, 1970). and [NTP] of the red blood cells (Tetens et .!!·, 1984; 
Dobson and Baldwin, 1982a; Grea.ney and Powers, 1977}. It ·is thought 
that the$~ chang~s ass 1st· ,1 n 1 mprov1 nil oxyge~. supply to ~hej s~ues by 
increasing the capacity of the blood to store oxyg~n, and increasing 
the pote.ntfal of lib to ~elease oxygen. The changes in [Hb] and [NTP] 
.. 
occur more gradually fn response to temperature change (acclimation), 
I . 
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1982; Cech !! .!}_., 1976; Heath and Hughes, 1973). 
Species demonstrating decreases in [Hb} during acclimation to high 
tempera~ure include the winter flounder (Cech _ll!}_., 1976), a. Scandi-
. ' 
navfan variety of rainbow trout (~fkinmaa et .!!.·· 198t and 1980); and 
the brown bullhead (Grigg, 1969}. A decrease in (~b) under high 
• . . 
temperature ~ondit1ons seems inappropriate, since demand for oxygen 1-s . . . 
. . 
greater. Si!lliThrly, an increase i_n blood .ox)'gen ~torage ~apit:city 
- « . 
during the winter seems inappropriate since meta~ol~c oxygen demand is 
decreased .at that time. Oxygen· uptake in .the resting ·winter flounder 
~ was studied to clarify f}lrther the. fun~tion of seasonal changes in ~he 
. . , . . 
hem a to 1 ogy of. the specf es. Measurements were made of seasonal chahges 
in red blood cell distribution,- ~nd seasonal , changes in .the respiratory 
~ ~nd cardiovascular systelJls. Results of data analysis point to the 
importance of the maintenance of a bal a nee between hemodynamf cs and 
. . . .. . 
' blood col'lposftion during the seasonal changes in oxygen uptake. 
6.2 Results ( 
The aver·gae rate of .oxygen uptake at the gills .of the winter 
floul'lder is considerably lower in winter fhh (QlQ = 2.4), as can 
be seen 1 n Tab 1 e 4. ·There are proport 1 on a 1 ~hanges 1 r~ Vw and V b 
(Qlo = 2.2" and 2.5, respectively). The changes in Yw and vb 
· r 
are the result of large alterations in frequ-ency and modest shifts in . 
Even though some blood loss 1n the w1nte.r flounder occurred during 
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Note for Tab 1 e 4 i ' \. 
The average va 1 ues for winter. and sulllller j'/ere compared using 
the unpaired Student's t-test. Significance was decided at the 
95% confidence level. 
The P. 0 values given in the table exceed saturation values. 
. 1 2 
This is a common occurrence at ·the M~rine Sciences Research 
laboratory, Logy Bay, Newfoundland. The supersaturation with 
oxygen occurs at all 'times o'f the year, ·and is related to the 
' . 
extensive mixing, during the pumping procedure lrom the ocean .to 
·. I • 
·the laboratory., These conditions are· not deleterious to the 
fish unless :temperature conditions change rapidly. For example, 
I Water Saturated at lOW temperatures and then rapidly heated 
produces gas bubbles which are lethal to the fish. T-f1e temperature' ·· 
• 
conditions during _the time of winter and summer experiments 
were very stable. The P.0 conditions of inflowing -water during 1 2 
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Table 4: 'Respiratory and circulatory in vivo data from the winter fl~un<ier. 




' Tota 1 "{_et mass_,_ 
grams__.,. 
Hematocrit, Ht 
' red blood cells 
Hemoglobin concentration, [Hb] 
g/100 rrts bl pod 
j • Arterial oxygen tension, Pao2 
I • J1'll1 Hg 
·-j 
,. 
' Venous ~xygen tens1 on, Pvo . 
· . IIIII Hg ,2 
Arterial oxyge'n content, Cao2 nt.s 021100 nt.s t>lood 
Venous oxygen content, Cvo2 nt.s 0 21100 ml.s b 1 ood 
Arteria 1 Hb-0 2 sat~ati on, Sao ~ . 2 ( 
Venous Hb 0 2 S;,Iturat1 on, Svo2 . ,, 
.,.Jr Qiygen tension, inflow water, P;o; 
mn Hg 
,/ . . 
- Oxygen tension, expired water, Peo2 
mn Hg 
Su~er 
9.51 + 0.19 
(T7} 
493 + 61 
~) 
8.0 + 1.1 
~) 
2.25 + 0.24 
(b) 
82.3 + 7.8 (J) 
30.2 + 3. 7 
(lf) 
2.33 + 0.19 
~) 
1.14 + 0.20 
rn-> 
69.32 + 6. 77 
(0) 
38.10 + 2.27 
(0) 




Winter 51 gnf ff cance 
0.44 + 0.21 p <' 0.005 
(lTl 




' 11.2 + 0.8 n~0.025 (lTl ~-. 
3.10 + 0.30 p < 0.05. 
(lTl 
100.3 + .7.6 (lT) . 
33.6 + 5.9 
(flr) 
N. s .. 
. 
N. S. 
3.90 + 0.35 p ( 0.005 
. (111 
1.80 + 0.26 
(101 
79.71 + 5.05 
(111 





169.6 + 3 .o p < 0. 01 . 
(111 
99 :6 + 6.4 p < 0.005 (111 
.. 
' . .. 
\ 
0. 
Oxygen consull]pti on across gf 11, Vo2 nt.s 0 2/kg • min-1 
0.33 + 0.021 
~) 
0.16 + 0.02 p < 0.005 
(10} / / 
. ,./ 
• Volume water flow at resp1r.at1on, 'Vw 
nis H20/kg • mf.n-1 . 
· Frequency of respiration, fJi 
·. breaths/m1 n 
Wetter volume per respiration, SVR 
.. nis H2~/kg •. breath-1 . 
Volume blood flow, Vb . l 
nt.s blood/kg • min- · 
Frequency of heart beat, fH 
, . beats/m1 n 
I Stroke volume of the heart, SVH ( L.. nt.s blood/kg • . beat-
· .·~- I.· . . (·~ -~ 
~~. ~ . ' 
, 
73.4 . + 9.8 
~) 
46.2 + 3.5 
~) 
'. 
1.9 + 0!15 (0) 
. 26 • 7 4 + 3 • 54 
(7) 
·. 26.8 + 1.8 
(0) 
1.05 + 0~21 (l) 
46.1 + 10.J • p < g_...o( -
(10"T 
22.78 + 7 .is p <, o.oo5 (Ul 
2.05 + 0.45 N.S. 
(10} 
17.7 , + 2.0 p < 0.005 (8)-
18.1 · + l.J p < 0.005 
UfT 
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experimental fish are consistent wfth results f~om uncannul ated fish 
when comparing data in Tables 1 and 4. In experimental fish, a change 
froni high temperatures to winter results fn s1gnif1ca_ntly higher Ht and 
(Hb], anti Cao
2 
1n winter fish (Table 4). Other variables in venous and 
arterial oxygen are not · significantly different when winter and high 
temperature values are compared. 
The blo6d volumes of seasonally a~elfmatiz~d winter fish and cold 
acclimated sunmer fish are significantly lower than the blood volume .of 
. . 
. 
fish unde~ all wann water conditions (Figure 27}. -
The only significant difference in seas.onal red blood cell dfstr1-
bu.tf on was found 1 n samp 1 es of · dermis and ep 1 dermis. They showed a 
~ 
higher rbc content fn the sunmer sample ~Table 5) •. Oxygen uptake of 
the ·skin is about 33 per{cent of the total oxygen uptak-e in w:tnter 
ac<:11rnat1zed fish (Table 6). 
' .. 
6.3 Discussion 
6. 3 .~ Experimental procedures 
' j 
As explained in 2.4.2, due .to the fragility of ffsh at high 
~emperatures, two .different pr:ocedures were used to obtain data on 
. 
changes in respiratory physiology. Measurements on winter fish fitted 
with ventilatory mas.ks gave value$ within the range of those derived by 
us 1 ng the 1solated box technique. However, some apparent differences 
are noted. 'The change in Po2 across the gil 1 s and fR ~as 9reater, 
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Figure 27. · The results of 'seasona 1 b 1 ood vo 1 ume measurements for the 
winter flpunder. Matched symbols indicate values that are 
si gnfffcantly different (p < 0.05). s and w are mean 
. 
values+ SE. ( ) = n. Significance testing was.done 
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Table 5: Red bloo.d cell distribution in the winter flounder during va~ious 
temperature exposures. Values are percent ·tissue mass as red blood cells 
(means + SE). () = number of anfmals ·used."·· Condition = se~son/ 
temperature, Fil = f11 ament, and W. muscle =· wh1 te muscle. 
Condition Spleen Kjdney Liver 
. 3.579 0.801 . 0. 476 
Su11111er ' 1.029 .273 
warm (6) (6) -
3.~39 1.195 
Sunmer 0.442 0.249 
cold (5) I {5) 
4.261 0.719 
Winter .730 .280 
cold (8) (8) 
2.486 0.822 
Winter .660 .125 
warm (8) (-8 )· 
NOTE: + compares s/w vs. w/w 












A 11 comparisons were for p < 0.05 
Intestine Gill F1l. W. Muscle 
0.034 0.574 0.005 . 
.OH 0.169 .002 
{6) (6) "J6) 
• o.eso 0.692 0.011 
.007 0.168 .005 
(5) (5) ( 5) 
0.053' 0.670 0 •. 007 
.016 0.344 0.002 
{8) {8) {8) 
0.034 0.339 0.012 
.005 0.084 . ;605 
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Tab 1 e 6: Res pi ratf on data from f1 ow through res pi rometey on unre.straf ned wf ri"ter flounders (K i ceni uk, 
unpublished), and the present stu~ for winter and summer -animals. ·value1 are means + SE. 
Kfcenfuk•s values are for ~hole animals (=total) and tho~e for the present stUqy are lor gills, 
skin, and whole body. All values are in units of ml02/kg • min-1. 
Kfcen1uk ' P-resent Study 
Sunner.- Rfnter · , Suumer Wiriter 
,. 
(tot~l) (total) (gill) 
skin X 100 fl!tole Oz (gill) (skin) (total) total cma 
0.15 -+" .02 0.07 ,02 0.22 + .03 33.2 + 7.03 2.42 + .67 . 
(10) (9) (9) C9T (§) 
0.28 ·+ .03 0.20 + .01 - 0.33 + .04 
em 1 c~ nn 
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----suggest a greater degree of re-striction of ventilation usfng the mask 
• I 
. . -
technique, therefore Oto for Vw should be considered conserva- . 
tfve. Sf mil ar conments have been put forwa.rd by other researchers 
- (Pffper and Schumann, 1967) • . Although _the' .Yw for ffsh at high 
temp~atures 1s sf gniff cantly grea~er than that of winter fish under 
the p~esent comftti ons, .ff ft were ppssf bl e to use the isolated box 
.. · . ~ . 
technique, vw would .likely be even ~igher for sumner ac·cJfmatized 
fish. (-~-- ~ 
Anemia · in the experimental fist\.was due to arterial and venous 
cannulatioris durfng su11111er and winter experiments. Wood, McMahon, and 
. ' McDonald (1979a) provfde respiration data for the starry flounder 
(Platfchthys 'stellatus)' during various states of experimentally induced 
- . 
a~emf a. In the study. by Wood et al,. (1979a), the levels of anemia com-
parable to the values found 1~ the pr.esent study brought about only a 
·decrease in Cv02 •. That adjustment ~ain,tai ned the Cao2-cvo2 difference 
' ~_the same value for the anemic -and the control group. A sfmflar 
- trend fs expected for the winter flounder of the present study. 
---6.3.2 Cutaneous oxygen uetake of the winter flounder 
. , 
The present Vo2 .estimates for ffsh UFider restraint are similar to 
those for unrestrained winter flounder {K i cenfuk • unpubl fshed data, 
Table 6}. The Kfcenfuk data were obtained by f1 ow-through respf rometry 
• • 
on winter f1 ounder rest1 ng f n a sandy-bottomed tank. The who 1 e-body V o2 
for summer fish fs equal to the oxygen uptake at the gills f n the high 
' . 
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\ ~ . 
would create a higher whole-body Vo2 in ~he fish at 'high temperatures. 
""' • I I 
Whole body Vo2 values during low temperatures did not differ from those 
I I ' found by Kicen1uk (Table 6), even though 1fn th~ present study, fish 
I I • 
were restrained •. Thfs agreement in v02 ~lues for fish at cold 
telftperatures seems to s.uggest that wfnte accl im~tized fish do not 
. . 
·--r-espond as readily to the stress 1~f restr fnt as sunmer fish. 
A h1 !lh_ v02 ' va 1 ue I ri th.! sk f n of wf ritr fl Sh ! one- thl r~ of the ' 
total ~02 ) 1s due. in part, .to the low ~ate of oxygen taken up by the _-
.gflls· at that time. It is expected that vd2 in the skin of sunrner ffsh) 
would increase-in absolute value because of increased vascu-larization 
. (Table 5). Hfgh . ~alues of cutaneous Vo2 have been described in other 
fish at high temperatur~s (10°C) (Steffensen, lomholt, and Johansen, 
1981; Nonnotte and Kirsch. 1978). 
Af l0°C, ~trculatfon to the skfn can affect cutaneous 9xygen up-
take by a~ much as 10 per cent (Ste~fensen and Lomholt, in press). If 
tf!e increased rb~ contents of the skin i ndicat~d by data fn the present . 
' I . • 
study c.aused a 10 per cent increase over winter\ valJJes in sk1 n Vo2, a 
cutaneous v02 o·, approximately w per cent woul ~ be expected tor high 
temperature valu~. At l0°C, Steffensen~!!;. i (1981) found skin Vo2 
I 
to be 27 per cent of the total value in Pleuron~ctes platessa. while 
Nonnotte and K1rsc:tt) (1978) found skin v0 to be/ 33 per cent of the 
1 2 I . 
total value in Plat1chthys flesus. Even thoug~ oxygen uptake across 
~ I 
the skin is high, most of it f's, ~$ed by the ski/n tissues (Steffensen 
and Lo~holt. in press; Kirsch- ./;C:f~~nnotte, 19j7). Th~ oxygen taken up 
J ' 
d1 rectly from the water by the sk 1 n ~s expected to be h1 gher dur1 ng the 
sumner due to a smaller diffusion distance (thfnner epidermis. see 
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l 
6.3.3) and greater vascularization. The oxygen upta~e from the water 
,. by the s f n supp 11111ents the demand ·for· oxyger:a by the cutaneous 
tissues. 
It 1f the skin vasculature of the winter flounder 
has ahy respiratory sf gnifican~e for the rest of the body... It fs 
appftf'ent from- Table 5 -that the .alterat1ori,n· cutaneous circulation 
1 • ••-' r 
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requires more than"'just temperature acclimation, and that the ·skin has .. 
" ·-~ . .. . '- ·_ · . 
relatively lfttl e vasculature when compared with other tissues· (Table· 
5}. ' - . 
6.3.3 Seasonal oxlgen dynamics at the gills: Interactlon of 'blood 
components and hemorheo logy 
Blood volumes of summer and w1nt~r fish onder wann and cold con-
I • ditfons were measured. One 'O._f the important components of the oxyge~ 
- I" 
delivery system is Hb. As .mentioned in 3.3.3. te~er'ature · has a major 
influence on the function of .Hb. In this section, the role of tempera-
ture in controll fng Hb . concentratfon will be briefly discussed. 
Blood taken from the maj·or caudal vessels of the winter flounder ·-
indicated a greater blood volume 1.n all ffsh ·exposed to hfgh water 
temperatur~~. N ikfn~aa !L!l.· 11981) expla1 ned that the blood volume· 
, 









·showed that the [Hb] of blood from the dorsal aorta decreased during ·· · 
high temperature acclimation 0:8°C) apparently due to shunting of red 
blood cell.s to the tissues. In the present study, ft was found that 
. 
'blood _volume d1d show a significant change 1n response to seasonal and 
~ 
temperature acclimation. H~ever, seasonal df fferences fn the amount '· 
.,.J""*"' 
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of rbc's in the ·tissues (a tissue rbc shunt) were not apparent 1n the 
wtnter flounder {Table 5). except fn the dermis/epidermis samples. 
. . 
Det~rm1natfons of. bloo4 v.olume were not affected-by changes fn circu~a-
' 
· t1on fn the skfn, thus, the- ~ncreased blood vol}.lme, decreased [Hb], and 
rbc concentration of P. americanus fn 'the high t~mperature ff~h fs due 
to increased plasma volume. 
It fs clear that the oxygen demands of the winter flounder change 
. 
fro~ wf'nter to ~UIIITier season. The oxaen-c~r~yfng c~p.acf ty of the 
bloodjalso c_hanges.,seas?nally~ presumably best to answer that demand. 
Su11111er~ fish have a decreaS'ed blood ox,ygen carrying .capacity, indicated · 
. . . ' ' . . . . . 1 ;. --
by the lower [Hb]-and Ht values • . Thfs · findfng fs somewhat anpmolous . 
~._,, I ' • ._ 
1 
. ' 
since use of oxyge~ by ~h~ tf~~ue~ would be greatest at that tfme. A 
. ' 
closer :xaminatfon of Table 4, and 1SO).OO .ca1culatfon~ (Table 7) enab)e 
. . . 
, some ob.servatfons to be_ made on· OXY,g~n dynamt'cs at the gills o't 
seasonally acclimatized winter f1ounder~ • 
.....___ . 
...... ·-
A n~mber of ~alculations were ~de to arrive at an estimate of .the 
ch~racterf sties o~ gill oxyge_n ~~ansfe.r under ~1 ffe\Ent s~asona 1 GOndi-
tfons and temperatures. Decreased cardiac output fn winter fish would 
. \ . 
' . . . ' 
.fncrease the time necessary· for blood-gas exchan·ge .at the tissues • .. 
. 
Even though Vo2 ts.ilowe~ in winter .fish, the slower blood flow through 
' ti.ssues fs fndfcated .in higher Cao -Cvo differences. The high ~. . 2 2 
arterial.:.venous 02 "difference fn winter _fish 1s also 1ndic·ated by the · 
. . . 
t ' 
greater ef.fectf Veness Of oxygen . .'transfer from the blood to the· tiSSUeS. 
. . 
Th~ ~ransfer factor (!0~ .) is' a measure of conductance, giving the 
• 1 
rate .of o~gen movement per ~nft Po2. gradient across the gills · 
. - ' . . ... -
.. (Dejo~rs, 1981). ·The. lower T02 of winter fish indicates a resistance 
; . 
. , . 








oxygen diffusion gradient acro'ss the gills in winter fish, and a 
sianifcian~ly lower utilization.of ventilatory water. The effective-
ness of oxygen transfer from water to _blood is also lower in winter~ 
fish. ~fnally, there is ~ncrease of the average ventilation~ 
perfusion ratio in win~er fish. 
137 
Several of the ·calculations ·in Table 7 are . presented without error 
estimates~ 1hat short-coming was due to the experiments on summer 
fish. Blood measurements~ere· done on one group of fish at .hfgh 
• ' I 
temperat~res, While the G~gen . measures on water Were: done On another 
group (2.4.2). Whe.n the ·values fro~ both ~xperiinental gro.ups were 
needed in a calculation -c~.g. A.Po , Vb/~W' vb!MO , .capacity-rate ratio, 
. . 2 .2 . . 
· T02, and effecti venes_s o.~~ater fP2 trans fer), average va 1 ues from 
each group were used. Because no error is known for the high tempera·-
ture values, no st~tfstical~es~fng between winter and high temperature 
.. .,..,. " ... 
values was done. The T02 values indicate that the gills o~ winter 
fish are more resistant .to. oxygen passage. However, there is no 
statistical evidence to support the large difference in the average 
. , , . 
T02 values. Similar results are indicated by the eff.ectfvenes·s of 
. ~ 
water 02 transfer, capaci.ty-rate ra~io·, and~ 02 values. In ttie 
. . . ' 
following arguments ' it is assumed that t.he 1ncrease~ . gi11 resistant~ to 
02 do~s exist f~ wfnter .fish. · That ass~mptfon is based on the highly 
sfgnf'ffcant difference ~een between winter and hfgh tempe~~tur~ (fsh 
when the utilization of ·02 f~om ventilation water is compared. That 
consideration on its own indicates a very rea~.dffference in the g111 
resistance to oxy.gen tran~fer in.seasonally -accl1matfzed fish. 
. : :· 
Seasonal differences in gf11 
,.. 
.. 
' . . ... 
conductance may be due fn part 
.· 
'· 
. , . 
•I • 
.- ,·-411:: 
• 0. -_;\.'( 
-
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Table 7: Oxygen·transfer parameters for the winter flounder.· Values are , 
means+ SE. () = number of animals used~ N.S. = not 
.significant. · 
Summer Winter Significance 
Cao2- cvon 1.18 1.98 ( nt. s ~ /1 0 nt s b 1 ood) 0.19 0.33 p < 0.05 (8) (10) 
, 
Mean Po~ gradient across gill; t~~ 48.1 67.2 
[(P;~ Peo2 )/2] - [(Pa02 + Pv 2 2] 9.1 (mm g) . . (-) (10) 
... 
Oxygen consumptio~ across gill .. Vo2 0.33 Orl6 (nt..s 02/kg • min- ) 0.04 0.02 p < 0.05 (8) (10) 
utfl fzatfon of o·2 from water; Uwo2 0.69 . 0.41 (P;o2- Peo2l/P;o2 · 0.04 0.03 p < 0~005 (8) (11) 
u1!_1l_fzat1on of 02. from blood, Ubo2 0.48 0.52 • (Cao2 - Cvo2l/Cao2 ' 0.07 0.07 N.S • 
. (8) (10) --
Ve~t1]at1on-perfus1on ratio 2.7 4.4 
Vw!Vb 1.2 (-) (8} 
Convection requirement, water ~ 5.0 6.1 
Ow!M 0.3 0.6 N.S. 
' (L, H28~mMoles .o2> (8) (10) If 
Co{'ve~t1on r'equfrement, blood 1.8 ·1.7 
vb lflto2 0.3 (L, BJood/mMoles 021 (-) (8) 
--- • 
· Transfer factor; T02 0.007 O.OQ3 . ' 
0~/~Po~ 1 0.001 
.· ( s o2 kg • min- • mm Hg-1) (-) . (9) 
·ca·pacfty-rate ratfo 0.43 .1.05 
(Pao2 - Pvo2l/(P;o2 - Peo2> .. 0.13 (-) (10) 
Effectiveness of water~ transfer 0.85 0.52 
(Pi Oz - Peoz )/(Pio2 - Pvo2 > ,. 0.05 (-) '(10} • 
• Effectiveness of blood 02 transfer o.58- -- 0.78 








-.. . -~1. •. • • 
. \·.~;~ : -' 
Note: . Where app 1 1 cable, th~ mean .va 1 ues. for wi nte,r and summer were compared 
. ' ~  .: '• 
·,using th~ unpaired St~d~nt's t-test. :Significance was at the 951 





to a combination of rbc s.hunting within the gill filaments, and ~ 
change in the rate of blood perfusion. Who~e gfll . filame~were . 
~ 
analysed in this study and no seasonal nor temperature influences on 
"' 
rbc-content were discovered. However, Nikfn~aa et ~· (1980) found 
that rainbow trout have a greater number of rbc' s in the secondary 
lam!llae at 18°C than a~ 2°C. The perfusi~n r~te th~ough the fi a 
(Vb) is also greater in fish at high temperatures (presen.t ~tud ;, a d 
Cech et .!!.·· 1976), facilitating oxygen. uptake at the gills '(Da~ 
Davie, Perry, and Randall, 1982). The ~ariation in distribution of 
rbc's over the filaments depending upon season and temperature, along 
. ~ '· 
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wi_th < th~ changes in rate of blood perfusion, wou'!JLbring about sea.sonal 
differences in utf11 zati o~ of oxygen from the water CUwo2'>. 
A si.mple explanation of the· seasonal differences in_g1Jl oxygen 
resistance in the winter . flounder would be the alteration 1n the 
diffusion distance across the gill epfthelium. Other studies on the 
winter flounder have shown that the epithelium of the trunk is thicker· 
in the winter (Burton and Fletcher, 1983). The thickening was found to 
be most noticeable in male flounders. However, both sexes demonstrated 
.. 
significant epithelial thinning during the summer. These seasonal 
.. 
changes can be correlated with the levels of 11-keto~estost~rone 1n t~ 
j ~ 
blood (Campbell, Walsh, and Idler, 1976~. · Treatmen~,wfth 11-
.. 
ketotestosterone caused increased skin thickness in the sockeye salmon 
' ) (Idler, B1tners, and Schmidt, 1961). Although no observations were 
made of gill tissue by Burton and Fletcher in ·their 1983 study, 1t 1s 
possible that thickening occurs in .winter flounder gill tissue too. 
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between the fla~fish Platichthys s~ellatus and the tench Tinea tinea 
may be due to thickness of the g111 epidermis. 
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Another explanation of seasonal blood oxygenation involves many of 
' the phYsiological changes which occur as a result of changes in 
temperature. The blood of .winter fish has a greater oxygen-binding 
capacity (Tables 1 and 4), but, as mentioned in 4.2.3, this does not 
{. r--
result in increased flow resistance. However, the effect of tempera- 1 . 
1 
' . 
ture .. and season on blood viscosity (see 4.3.5), and heart performance 
(see 5.3.1 and Table 4) fs to decrease the rate of blood flow t~rough 
' 
the res~iratory vasc~lature of winter·acclimatized fish. Increased 
. . 
blood .viscosity in winter fish may· limit the surfa~e area for gas 
exchange at- the gfll.. During the winter, viscous_ blood would flow 
through the larger·, less resistant basal and marginal channels (Hughes 
and Morgan, 1973) to a gteater extent. The findings on the effects of 
. ' 
temperature on in situ blood flow resistance in the winter flounder _ _._ 
support this suggestion (see 4.3.6). Such a flow pattern would expose 
• the blood to a smaller surface area for oxygen upta~e. and in the case 
of the basal channel, deep fn epidermal tissu~ (Tuurala, Part, Nik1nmaa 
' 
t and Soivio, 1984; Cooke, 1980; Smith and Johnson, 1977). Farrell,· 
Sobin, Randall, and Crosby (1980) . studied the variation of. intralamel-
~--- . --. -
lar blood flow under different perfusion conditions. They found that 
~ during conditions of low blood flow, blood was distributed nearer the 
base of the lamella. Blood distribution moved distally as flow 
increased through the lamella,• and gas transfer at the gills ~auld 
therefore be facfl ftated • . · 
I . 
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be due, therefore, to increased diffusion distance and/or the 
rheological performance of the blood. Even though the gills of winter 
fish showed a greater resistance to oxygen transfer,-a number of 
:~spects of the hematology assist in maintaining Pa02 • Blood of winter 
' fish is known to have a significantly higher affinity for oxygen, so 
. 
oxygen uptake is enhanced at the gills. The increased storage capacity 
• 
for o~ygen in the blood of winter fish acts to increase the amount of 
.. 
arterial oxygen. An increased average ventilatio~-perfusion ratio in 
• • • _, 4 _.,_J ~ t 
winterjfish means that more water moves across the gill surface per 
·• 
unft·-blood flow. An increased Po2 gradient across the gills of winter 
fish fae11itates a greater diffusion of oxygen towards the blood. In 
the winter fish then, a number of factors could effect a greater 
-potentjal foyfblood oxygenation. •From the prelsent study', these factors 
are: an elevated Hb-o~gen affinity, a greater blood oxygen storage 
capacity, a higher ventilation-perfusion ratio, and a greater ·Po2 
gradient across the gills. It therefore seems that · the resistance to 
oxygen transfer in winter fish 1~ overcome largely by seasonal changes 
in the blood components. 
Seasonally-acclimatized wi nte.r flounder: showed d1 fferences in 
oxygen demand. Seasona 1 'differences in oxygen dynamics at the gills, 
'the ·1~ary ~rgan answering the demand of the ffsh for oxygen, were 
. -
also noted. Temperature is believed to be responsible for the seasonal 
t ' ' , 
change fn oxygen demand, and the alterations tn the proc~ss of.o~gen 
.. _- - · ~ 
transfer to the blood. Even though oxygen' conductance of the gil\ s is 
clearl;~rtable on a seas~nal basts, the winter floe,m.der fs able to 
ma1nta1n Pao
2 
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Pao2 values of fish at high-temperature may seem unnecessarily high for 
. 
winter f~sh with'sfgnfficantly lower Vo2 levels. However, the main-
tenance of Pao2 may be required by the winter fish during periods of 
. . ~ ' 
stress. As indicated by the findings of ~hapter 5, winter a,cclimatfzed 
ffsh such as the sea raven and the winter fl.ounder app~ar to have a 
. ' t"'' • 
poor potential for incr~~sfng cardiac out~t. The inotropic and 
chronotropf c abil fty of the heart to meet :1 'fl'ereased demands for ·oxygen 
may be very . limited in w.int_er acclimatized f~sh. The flounder may hav~ 
.. 
adapted by having an oxygen· ·r.eserve stored._in circulating h~moglobin. 
. ' ' 
The larger hemoglobin concentrat)on during the winter has been shown to 
occur due to the influence of season (e.g. Table 1 and 4), and specifi-
. \ 
· cally the i·nfluence of temperature · (Ff gure 27). The ·converse is true 
-~ ...... --=- I I 
for summer acclimatized winter flounders. In those fish hemoglobin 
' 
values are reduced, _and cardf ac output potentf al_s are increased (Table 
1 and 4, and 'Figure 23). 
.. 
· . The Hb function of seasonally acclimatized fish also seems well 
adapted.· The re~ blood cell compone.ots that fnlluence Hb function, and 
' ' . 
the df.rect effects of temperature, produce Hb-oxygen affi nf ty that 
':> f ~ • 
favour.s delivery of o~gen to the tissues during the summ~r, and 
<I 
increased o~gen upt~ke at the gflls during the winter. The trend in 
o~gen affinity change is. then appropriate for tne higher demand for 
. \ . . 
oxygen during the sunmer, and the high res-istance to oxygen passage at 




th~ gill during the wf nter. Oxy~en r~ 1 ease rat~ ~ the tis sues , is not 
as crftlcal during the wf~ter because demand 1s low, and the -passage of. ~ 
blood · fs slower··at ' that time (·Table 4). 
The circulatory p~s1o1ogy of the summer acclimatized fish aids 
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the blood fn passing over a larger respiratory surface area, which is 
-
less resistant to oxygen uptalte. While the capaCity of sunmer fish ,. 
blood to store oxygen is diminished, the blood is returned to the 
respiratory surface at a ~reater rate • .. 
. • 
It is clear that fish located in temperate zones that encounter 
seasonal environmental changes, underno marked physiological altera-
tions. Ma!IY aspec\s of the resp i ra tory ;jiJid ci rcu 1 a tory '{__hy s i o 1 ogy are 
directly influenced by temperature. The results of the pr~t study . 
'. ·- .v. ' 
focus primarily on the changfs which take place in the winter flounder • 
• However, similarities with these results ~an be seen when compared with~ 
exampleUr"Om.other species. Initially,. it sho!Jld be recognized that 
oxygen uptake and_ delivery is dependeni- upon many aspects of an 
organisms physiology. The several aspects necessarily i~teract in pro-
viding oxygen for the living .tissues, and some parts of the system are 
effect~d by temperature more than others. The fact that the system is 
built upon interacting parts allows for compensation if change occurs 
to any of those components. The mos~ obvious examples of such compo-
nent interactions come from the Antarctic. Some fish species in-that 
region have no hemoglobin i.n their blood. The persistent extreme c·old 
is thought to be responsible for that rather radical cbange to the cir-
culatory system. The absence of hemoglobin, limits the oxygen storage 
capacity of the blood.- However, the loss in o~gen capacity is some-
what compensated by changes in other components of the oxygen delivery 
., . 
system: large.r heart; ·more blood capillaries, and larger blood volume. 
The oxygen storage capacity of blood from fish in temperate regions 
changes on a seasonal basis. Presumably the change fn oxygen-capaci-ty 
--·· 
.·(; 
•.: : .. ·, ·_}~ . '· 
. -
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is ultimately to satisfy the tissue oxygen demands. It is apparent 
though, tha~ the physical environment h~s diff~rent effects on· various 
species. The flounder, and other species me.~ti oned in Chapter 1, show 
i~creases in hemoglobin when ~climatfzed to winter conditions. It fs 
~ ~ange- that would assist in maintaining Pao2 during. a tfm~ when b1ood 
convection through the gill, and o~gen passage fnto the blood are less 
effective. The alterations in blood components can be looked upon as 
. . 
compensation for the effects 9f the physical environment on other 
physiolgical features at that time. · In those fish which show d~creased 
' ' ' ~ ' [Hb] during low temperature conditioning, i~ is likely that the other 
-
components of the oxygen de 11 very system a 1 so. respond in a different 
fashion than that of the flou~der • 
Although fish are poikilot~erms, the notion of an equilibrium 
durf~g seasonal changes in the physical environment is quite apparent, 
especially in the winter flounder. Even though there are marked 
seasona 1 changes 1-n the cardiovascular .and vent11 a tory system, the 
. . 
functions of those systems are able to stabilize during winter and 
summer acclimatization. As those physiological systems perform, the 
interaction of the blood components wfth water vi·a the gills maintains 
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Appendix 1 
The percentage of the total [Hb] that was metHb for a number of marine 
teleosts. Date of sampling and species names are given. ( ) ~ number 
r < 
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G.morhua 25 April'84 
-
.M. scorplus 13Feb . .:SS 
~ 
... - I 
























::0 M. :octodecemspnosus · 13Feb.'8S ~'I 
-
T.adspesus 1March'83 -~U'1 
; 
.....,_, 
P. amaricaros 13 Feb. '85 -~...:a 
-
P.americanus 29Aprit'~ -I- (X) -
-
\ 
G. morhua 5Aug.'83 
' . 
29 June'82 ' -M. scorpius ~~. 
-
" 
' I 1-f. ~orpius ~ta 24Aug. '84 
........ . 




T. adspersu s ~\0 12 Aug.82 ~ 
·: 
·j 
-Ramerlcanus 25 ..line 82 ~~: 
-
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Appendix 2 
The units for the _meas~rements done in .the present study are commonly 
used in the literature, however some are not. SI un!!$. The following 
fs. a conversion tabl~ to allow. for quick t~nderstand1ng of ~11 va1ues. 
atmosphere 
j ' 
1 = . 760 mmHg = 7~Q torr {torr1cell1) 
1 cmH20 =. 980.64 ~ne/cm2 ~ 0.10 KPa 
~ 1 pound/1n2 = 68947 ~ne/cm2 = 6.89 KPa 
1 dyne/tm2 = 1 X 10-4 KPa = 0.1 Pa (Pascal) 
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